OVERALL
SPECIFIC AIMS
The overall goal of the Drug Design Data Resource (D3R) is to create technologies that will enable dramatic
advances in two core purposes of computer-aided drug design (CADD): ligand-protein pose prediction and
affinity prediction or ranking. Success in this endeavor will lower the cost and accelerate the discovery of new
medications across a range of therapeutic areas.
Our approach is based on a recognition that the field currently lacks effective methods to test the accuracy of
CADD methods, and that such methods are needed to advance the state of the art. A major challenge is the
shortage of unpublished data that can be used to carry out blinded -- and hence objective, large-scale -- and
hence statistically significant -- tests. We propose to overcome this challenge by tapping into two large, existing
flows of data in a manner that will generate effectively blinded prediction challenges two orders of magnitude
larger than are possible today. The first is the flow of new PDB entries, many of which are cocrystal structures
of proteins with drug-like ligands; these enable the pose-prediction challenge. The second is the flow of newly
curated protein-ligand binding data generated by the BindingDB project; these will enable the affinity-prediction
challenge. For pose-predictions, a blinded challenge is enabled by using the PDB’s advance notice of
forthcoming structures. For affinity predictions, a blinded challenge is enabled by ensuring that the predictions
are made by automated workflows that are isolated from the internet before the affinity data become available.
Furthermore, CADD methods are increasingly complicated and thus, we need a way to dramatically increase
the scale and throughput, as well as the rigor and reproducibility, of the methods employed. We see the
development of automated workflows, encapsulating the entire end-to-end CADD experiment, as a key
technology to embrace and enable. Thus, we propose to create software and workflow frameworks that will
coordinate these continuous, blinded prediction challenges and automatically archive the results, and we will
also disseminate and evaluate the results. This work will be done in concert with two classes of Driving
Biomedical Project partners. The first class comprises CADD method developers who will use the new
frameworks to test and improve their methods. The second class comprises researchers who will apply CADD
methods that have been found to perform particularly well in their drug design projects. The latter class includes
an innovative plan to crowd-source ligand design, much as FoldIt crowd-sourced protein design. We will engage
also extensively with the research community to collect input and maximize the impact of this project.
We will achieve our goals through the following tightly integrated Specific Aims:
Aim 1 Develop, operate, learn from, and disseminate methods and results of high-throughput,
continuous, blinded pose-prediction and affinity prediction challenges. Create workflow frameworks and
model workflows, and work with DBPs to develop workflows. Pose throughput expected >1000/year; affinity
throughput >10,000/year. Archive workflows, affinity data, and workflow predictions and evaluations for
dissemination, reuse, and study analysis. (TRDPs 1,2 and 3.)
Aim 2 Support and collaborate with DBP partners utilizing the technologies developed in Aim 1 to drive
advancements in pose-prediction and affinity prediction/ranking methods. Use feedback from DBP
collaborators to improve the challenge technologies. Recruit new DBP partners on an ongoing basis.
Aim 3 Collaborate with and recruit DBP partners utilizing the end-to-end workflows from Aims 1 and 2 in
drug-discovery application projects. Help researchers choose methods, based on their needs and the
accuracy and efficiency of the methods. (TRDP 3.) Set up web-accessible servers for selected workflows.
Collaborate with teams and Vanderbilt University and Boehringer-Ingelheim to use selected workflows to score
candidate ligands designed by citizen-scientists.
Aim 4 Engage and enrich the computer-aided drug design research community. Continue Grand
Challenges, initially at least, to focus community attention on a regularly scheduled, highly visible event and to
recruit new DBP collaborators from the methods development community. Coordinate with other communitycentered efforts, such as MolSSI and BioSimSpace, to develop accepted approaches and standards and foster
best practices in CADD software development. Host software hackathons to help DBP investigators prepare
their methods for the CELPP and CELPP+ servers and hold in-person and virtual workshops to share results
and ideas.

RESEARCH STRATEGY
A.

Significance

A.1.

Resource Concept and Overview

The Drug Design Data Resource (D3R) is a community-oriented initiative that collects and uses scientific data
to test and advance the state of the art in computer aided drug design (CADD) technologies by holding
community-wide blinded prediction challenges. D3R focuses primarily on the core CADD challenges of ligand
pose prediction and ligand affinity prediction or ranking, so key data types are high-quality ligand-protein
cocrystal structures and measured ligand-protein affinities. From 2014 to the present, D3R has been funded as
the sole NIH Drug Docking and Screening Data Resource under a NIH U01 cooperative agreement expiring at
the end of September 2019. In this time, Professors Rommie E. Amaro and Michael K. Gilson, together with
Professor Stephen Burley at the Research Collaboratory for Structural Biology Protein Data Bank (RCSB PDB)1,
have built D3R into a well-networked, community-centered, high-visibility international hub for community
challenges in pose-prediction and ligand-ranking, and the challenges held by D3R have allowed some broad
conclusions (below) to be drawn about the characteristics of successful CADD methods.
However, it has become clear that the standard approach of holding annual blinded prediction challenges with
tens of crystal structures and several hundred affinities is too weak to advance the field further. Although such
challenges are motivating and informative, they do not have the statistical power to distinguish clearly between
most methods or to let a developer know whether his or her new approach is truly an improvement. At the same
time, there is if anything a still greater need for technologies to rigorously and objectively assess CADD methods,
as methods and applications continue to proliferate. Accordingly, there is a clear recognition in the research
community that a new approach to validation is required to realize the full potential of predictive
computational methods for ligand discovery and design. In particular, we need a way to dramatically
increase the scale and throughput of, as well as the rigor and reproducibility of the methods employed in, blinded
prediction challenges, so that detailed, informative questions about what works and what does not can be
answered with confidence. This is the central goal of the present Biomedical Technology Research Resource
(BTRR) P41 project described herein.
This project will build on the knowledge we have gained over the first 4 years as the D3R resource, coupled with
the high degree of community engagement already established, and our technical depth in CADD and related
data and computing technologies. Our technology development plan is organized into three Technology
Research and Development Projects (TRDPs) that address CADD methods for pose prediction and ligand affinity
prediction/ranking, and curate, archive, and disseminate methods and associated data. Integrated with the
technology development plan is an extensive Community Engagement program, which includes a number of
ongoing and newly proposed Driving Biomedical Research Projects with outstanding CADD method developers
and scientists across the US and worldwide.
A.2.

Background and Resource Vision

Scientific Background. The discovery of a small molecule that binds a disease-related protein with high affinity
is a key step in many drug discovery projects. In the pharmaceutical industry, this step has been estimated to
require over three years of work on average, at a net cost per launched drug rivaling that of clinical trials2. When
a high-resolution structure of the targeted protein is available, a class of methods generally known as structurebased design methods, may be used to accelerate the discovery of high affinity ligands3,4. The computational
challenges associated with structure-based ligand design generally comprise two main components. The first is
to predict the bound conformation, or pose, of a candidate ligand, typically by fast, ligand-protein docking
algorithms5. This information is of high value in its own right, as it can inform the designer of parts of the ligands
that may be modified to form new interactions with the protein that seem likely to generate increased affinity. An
accurate pose can also be used as a starting point for calculations aimed at estimating the candidate ligand’s
binding affinity for the targeted protein, or at least ranking its affinity relative to the affinities of other compounds
one contemplates purchasing or synthesizing. When the structure of the target protein is not available, other
computational methods of selecting high-affinity can be employed. For example, ligand-based methods6 seek to
identify or abstract key features or descriptors of ligands already known to bind the target and use these to
suggest additional ligands that may bind with greater affinity. Recently, machine-learning methods that draw on

wider datasets available in public resources
such as BindingDB7 and ChEMBL8 have also
been developed, and there are also
computational
methods
that
combine
structure-based modeling with empirical
learning9.
Methods of pose-prediction and affinity
prediction have been the subject of intensive
research and development in both academic
and commercial settings10–12. Nonetheless, the
resulting computational methods have yet to
fulfill their perceived promise, as neither is yet
fully reliable10–12. In fact, as we have learned
over the past 4 years running D3R, and as
detailed below and in other parts of this
proposal, it is surprisingly difficult even to
compare the reliability of various methods in a
consistent manner, and this limitation makes it
correspondingly difficult to make and verify
technical progress as new methods are
devised.
Part of the challenge of rigorously comparing
methods relates to the reproducibility (or lack
thereof) of the complicated and highly variable
end-to-end computational procedures for pose
and affinity prediction13. Accordingly, we have
seen a sharp rise in community interest in selfcontained, automated workflows that clearly
memorialize a particular procedure and
provide defined approaches for their execution
and deployment14.
In addition, although many performance
comparisons have been published, the results
can be difficult to interpret15. For example, new
docking algorithms are frequently published
along with a comparison against existing Figure 1. Summary of the D3R’s annual Grand Challenges since late
2014.
methods, but this comparison is often
secondary to the description of the new
algorithm, and hence not fully developed. Additionally, different methods are typically tested against different
sets of protein-ligand complexes, so a consistent set of comparisons may not be available. Finally, even when a
study carries out careful benchmarking of multiple methods against a common dataset, the dataset often
comprises cocrystal structures and measured affinities that had already been published. Such retrospective
studies are suboptimal, because they risk unintentional bias and because structures in the test set might have
been used previously in training the docking algorithms16. Several initiatives have sought to address these
limitations by hosting prospective, or blinded, prediction challenges. In such challenges, researchers evaluate
methods against a common set of test cases for which the experimental structures are withheld until after the
computational predictions have been made. Prior blinded challenges include the GSK challenge15 and CSAR17–
19
. Similarly, in recent years, the Drug Design Resource (D3R) has run blinded prediction challenges called the
Grand Challenges10–12; in fact, acquiring and curating the datasets and running the blinded challenges have
constituted the primary goals of D3R under the existing NIH U01 award.
Thus, in the Grand Challenges, which we have run every year since our inception, D3R acquires high-quality Xray crystal structures and additional binding affinity data (KD’s or IC50s) from, primarily, industrial pharmaceutical
partners that have large internal databases of unpublished ligand-protein interaction data. We currently have
active Data Transfer agreements with a number of companies, including Janssen, Roche, Glaxo Smith Kline,
Genentech, Novartis, and Boehringer Ingelheim. Through these arrangements, we have brokered the acquisition

of roughly a dozen targets and associated data and then used many of those data in the four Grand Challenges
held to date10–12. These Grand Challenges have allowed method developers and CADD practitioners to test their
methods and practices on typically 1-4 targets per year, each associated with tens of co-crystal structures for
pose-prediction and a hundred to several hundred affinity data (Figure 1).
These efforts have been useful. They have
highlighted the importance of rigorous methodtesting, built a community of interest around
rigorous
evaluation
methods,
stimulated
development of useful benchmarking strategies,
provided some insights regarding best practices,
and sometimes yielded unexpected results
regarding the effectiveness of various technical
approaches10–12 (see below). The results are
described in yearly Special Issues of the Journal of
Computer-Aided Molecular Design (Figure 2), each Figure 2. D3R’s annual special issue of Grand Challenge
of which contains a Grand Challenge overview reports, organized in JCAMD, are highly cited and provide the
paper from our team along with more detailed community with an effective mechanism to disseminate their
papers from most or all of the participants. These Grand Challenge-related findings.
papers are well cited; thus, our 2015 and 2016
overview papers now have 62 and 29 citations, respectively, while the Grand Challenge 3 paper, which was
published about a month ago (10 Jan 2019) already has 122 downloads.
As noted above, the Grand Challenges have generated some broad conclusions about pose- and affinityprediction or -ranking methods; notably:
•

•
•

•
•
•

Successful prediction of ligand-protein poses depends on the entire workflow, including factors extrinsic
to the core docking algorithm, such as how the ligand and protein structures are prepared, the
conformation of the protein selected, and the treatment of crystallographic waters.
The success of docking and scoring predictions is not clearly correlated with the software used.
Using existing structural information, such as cocrystal structures of small molecules with the target
protein, can increase docking success rates. For example, known poses of similar ligands can guide
positioning of the new ligand, and better docking results may be obtained by docking a new ligand into a
binding site solved with another ligand with the same chemotype.
There is a mixed picture as to whether human intervention leads to improved results.
The accuracy of the poses used in structure-based affinity rankings does not clearly correlate with ranking
accuracy.
At least in these studies, explicit solvent free energy methods have not yet outperformed faster scoring
methods.

However, there are still many important questions the Grand Challenges have not been able to answer. For
example, it has not been possible to draw truly rigorous conclusions about whether particular methods provide
statistically significantly higher accuracy, or to determine whether some methods work best for certain types of
target. Thus, the blinded prediction challenges to date have not been large and systematic enough to afford
statistically meaningful distinctions among individual methods or to support an efficient cycle of development and
evaluation that can persistently accelerate progress in the field. In addition, the prediction challenges to date
have not overcome the problems associated with fully documenting CADD methods and replicating results.
Resource Vision. In order to overcome the limitations of standard prediction challenges, D3R proposes to
develop an integrated set of technologies that will enable us to challenge CADD methods with a dramatically
greater flow of test cases, rising from today’s tens of pose-predictions per year to thousands per year, and from
today’s hundreds of affinities per year to tens of thousands per year. As part of this effort, we will work with DBP
investigators to help capture their CADD methods in end-to-end, containerized workflows. These will not only
enable the automation required to handle the high volume of calculations but will also take reproducibility and
dissemination to a new level. Thus, a key output of this work will be a unique new archive containing fully
operational workflows along with the experimental data used to evaluate them and the results of their predictions
of these data. These technologies and the data they generate will take the testing of CADD methods to a new
level, providing DBP developers with a powerful new tool to improve their methods, and providing DBP drug
designers with the ability to choose methods best suited to their projects based on solid test results. The present

BTRR project will build on D3R’s extensive experience with holding blinded prediction challenges and our
visibility in the CADD community, as well as our team members’ proven track record in data curation and
management, database development, structural biology, and workflow and containerization technologies.
Preliminary results. As a proof-of-principle and illustration of the new approach, we have piloted a highthroughput, blinded pose-prediction challenge called Continuous Evaluation of Ligand Protein Predictions, or
CELPP20. The CELPP challenge takes advantage of the fact that the PDB releases a new set of structures every
week, and a number of these are co-crystal structures of a protein with a drug-like molecule and hence suitable
for a pose-prediction challenge. D3R’s structural biology Lead Prof. Stephen Burley (Director of the RCSB PDB)
worked with the other PDB sites to develop a procedure in which a file listing all forthcoming entries, including
their PDB ID, protein sequence(s), lnChIs of any ligands, and the pH of the crystallographic mother liquor, is
released several days before the structures themselves. Each week, in-house CELPP scripts download this file
and identifies those which contain protein-small molecule cocrystal structures suitable for automated docking
calculations (https://github.com/drugdata/D3R). Most weeks, there are 20-50 proteins co-crystallized with
suitable ligands, recently averaging ~27 heavy atoms and 5 rotatable bonds. Pose predictions are carried out
using our own D3R-developed in-house workflows, as well as by a handful of early adopters (now DBP
Investigators 1, 8, and 16), who have each automated their own docking codes to handle this continuous
challenge format. This rolling challenge was inspired by the Continuous Automated Model Evaluation (CAMEO)
protein structure prediction challenge21,22, which also takes advantage of the PDB’s weekly structure release.
In slightly over a year (62 weeks), CELPP provided 3,184 blinded ligand-target co-complexes for docking. This
number surpasses by an order of
magnitude all of the pose-prediction cases
presented in community-organized blinded
challenges over the past decade combined,
including D3R10–12, CSAR17–19 and GPCR
Dock16, which in total used about 320
structures. Thus, by taking advantage of
existing data in a new way, we have created the
possibility of generating statistically significant
results for pose prediction methods. For this
preliminary study, we analyzed results for the
first ~1600 structures, based on RMSD (Å) from
the crystallographic pose. It was perhaps
surprising that, as detailed elsewhere20, the
fully automated CELPP procedures did about
as well overall as the Grand Challenge Figure 3. Violin plots showing the distributions of pose errors for
participants, given that the latter were not various docking methods implemented by D3R and by four external
necessarily automated. Interestingly, most of participants, as labeled, for ~1600 test cases. Black line: median.
the docking methods tested exhibited rather Orange line: mean. Above each plot is the percent of predictions
similar levels of accuracy (Figure 3), based on with RMSD>10Å.
median RMSD, with rDock23 and one External
Participant performing noticeably worse. Among our in-house workflows, OE Fred24–26 and Vina27 yield somewhat
lower RMSDs, with GLIDE28–30 and rDock23 trailing slightly by this metric. Note that these workflows are not tuned
for optimum results so these results may not reflect the best performance available from their respective
algorithms.
Overview of technologies to be developed and DBPs to be supported. We aim to further develop the initial
CELPP20 method described above, and also to create an entirely new analog of CELPP, tentatively called
CELPP+, which will provide high-throughput automation of protein-ligand affinity predictions or rankings.

First, we will convert the initial
CELPP technology into a more
robust
service
for
the
community of docking software
method
developers
and
practical users (Technology
Research
&
Development
Project 1; TRDP 1), by
developing
a
Kubernetesbased server that will host fullyautomated,
containerized
workflows for pose prediction,
created by D3R and DBP
collaborators (Figure 4). This
will be connected to the PDB
pre-release system, and also to
a new D3R database (D3RDB),
which
will
archive
and
disseminate
the
resulting
predictions, workflows, and
associated provenance; i.e.,
other required parameters,
such as library dependencies
and hardware details that are
required to faithfully reproduce
the experiment (TRDP 3). This
archive will also be used by
drug-design DBPs 7 and 15
looking to choose the most
appropriate
pose-prediction
methods for their projects.

Figure 4. High-level diagram of relationships among project components.

To create CELPP+, we will set up a server (using the Google-developed, now open source, broadly adopted and
supported Kubernetes31 framework) hosting affinity-prediction workflows, which will be time-stamped according
to when they were provided to D3R, and which will be blocked from accessing data resources on the internet.
We will then adopt and direct the data flow from the Gilson lab’s existing high-throughput curation of proteinligand affinity data, which adds tens of thousands of data per year to the BindingDB database7, to the workflows
in the cluster, thus challenging them to predict results which became publicly accessible only after the date the
workflows were commissioned. This novel strategy will generate the first effectively blinded, continuous
challenge for protein-ligand affinity prediction or ranking, because once the containerized workflows are brought
to our server, they can no longer be tweaked by the developers. Again, the workflows, binding data, and
prediction results will be archived in D3RDB, which will be integrated for this purpose with BindingDB7, and made
available to DBP investigators and the rest of the research community.
B.

Innovation

The technologies to be developed here are new and have high potential to create a unique and valuable new
resource. Indeed, until now, no one has proposed a strong and viable solution to resolve the major impediments
to CADD method development discussed above. As proven by our preliminary implementation of CELPP, there
are important opportunities to take advantage of existing data streams to test and improve CADD methods. If
successful, this pioneering technology development approach stands to revolutionize methods development in
the prediction of ligand-protein poses and affinities. In addition, recent advances in workflow and containerization
technologies will support replication, dissemination, and further development of the methods tested in this
system. Thus, our efforts will uniquely identify and foster best practices for use by the many users of DBP
investigators’ methods, which we estimate as at least >30,000 researchers worldwide, based on just three of the
docking codes (i.e., DBPs 2, 5, and 12).

C.

Approach

C.1 Technology Research & Development Projects
To effectively carry out this work, we organize our efforts into three TR&D Projects (hereafter, TRDPs), as now
summarized.
TRDP 1: Pose Prediction. The efforts of this project center on advancing pose prediction methods by converting
CELPP to a workflow-based challenge (Aim 1), developing and deploying an advanced website to share CELPP
results and workflows (Aim 2), and analyzing CELPP results to extract scientific insights and value (Aim 3). The
main data flows and operations are diagrammed in Figure 5.

Figure 5. In TRDP 1, CELPP will take pre-release data from the PDB, feed it into containerized workflows in our
Kubernetes environment, evaluate, archive, and disseminate results, evaluations, provenance, compute performance,
and workflows. Two workflows are shown, each comprising three functional modules and having a persistent data
store. Workflow 2 is shown as using the local PDB and BindingDB instances.

TRDP 2 – Ligand Ranking and Affinity Predictions. This project will deliver a novel, effectively blinded, highthroughput challenge for protein-ligand affinity prediction or ranking, preliminarily named CELPP+, after the
CELPP pose-prediction challenge described in TRDP 1. We will develop the CELPP+ workflow framework and
standards for affinity prediction workflows (Aim 1), populate the CELPP+ framework with affinity-prediction
workflows (Aim 2), collect, archive, and broadly share results and workflows (Aim 3), and, finally, extract insights
and value from the assessments (Aim 4). The main data flows and operations are diagrammed in Figure 6.

Figure 6. In TRDP 2, BindingDB curators will collect affinity data and route it to BindingDB (BDB) for storage and
dissemination. In parallel, the identities of the proteins and ligands will be sent to the Kubernetes cluster where
workflows will predict the affinities. The evaluator compares with predictions with the experimental data and
completes a data package of results which is routed to D3RDB, which is integrated with BindingDB (integration not
shown). The workflows are modular and have access to local instances of BindingDB and the PDB for their
calculations.

TRDP 3 – Data and Analytics. This project will provide the information infrastructure to capture, archive, and
disseminate all of the methods and data developed in the course of this project. We will collect and curate proteinligand interaction data (Aim 1), archive workflows and challenge results with associated protein-ligand interaction
data (Aim 2), and serve data to project websites, CELPP+ workflows, and the research community (Aim 3). The
main data flows and operations are diagrammed in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Data flows for affinity prediction challenges. Hatched arrows indicate challenge data “blinded”
by removal of the experimental affinities and simplified by removal of needless ancillary information, such
as literature citations. BindingDB (BDB) and the D3RDB of challenge methods and results are shown as
fused, to indicate that D3RDB will be constructed as an integrated extension of BindingDB.

C.2

Overall Themes of Driving Biomedical Project (DBP) Portfolio

Each of our TRDPs supports and is driven by a set of DBPs. To provide a high-level perspective and succinctly
describe how our activities are driven by various stakeholder needs, we have organized our main initial DBP
portfolio into three broad Aims, as follows.
Aim 1: Enabling Evaluation and Advancement of Pose Prediction. Here, labs that develop pose-prediction,
or docking, technologies, will encapsulate their methods in automated workflows and place them in the CELPP+
data stream on the D3R server. This will provide them with a continuous flow of evaluative data, which they will
use to test and improve their methods. Thus, our work will serve the large community of pose prediction (docking)
method developers, and, by extension, the many users of these codes. Our initial list of DBPs in this category
includes the following well-established methods / code bases: AutoDock32,33 and AutoDock VINA27 (> 29,000
registered users worldwide, DBP 5); DOCK34 (est. > 10,000 registered users worldwide, DBP 12); HADDOCK35
(> 12,000 registered users worldwide, DBP 2); MolSoft36 (DBP 13); Rhodium (DBP 1); SMINA37 (DBP 8) and
MathPharm (DBP 15). At the same time, feedback from these developers will help us streamline and improve
CELPP.

Aim 2: Enabling Evaluation and Advancement of Ligand Affinity Prediction or Ranking. Here, similarly,
labs that develop affinity prediction or ranking methods will use CELPP+ to test and improve their methods. Many
of the same investigators who will use CELPP will also use CELPP+. In addition, CELPP+ will serve scientists
who focus more on affinity prediction than pose prediction, such as the developers of AIGDock38 (David Minh,
DBP 11), free energy method developers39,40 (Zoe Cournia, DBP 4 and Julien Michel, DBP 10), and potentially
ligand-based and pure machine-learning methods. Again, we will use feedback from the DBP investigators to
drive improvements in CELPP+.
Aim 3: Applications of Evaluated CADD Methods & Innovative Uses of D3R Technologies. The third group
of DBP investigators are those who will select and use D3R-evaluated workflows, created by DBP investigators
or D3R, for their drug discovery projects. Here, we have limited our DBPs to a small handful we view as
exceptionally impactful or innovative uses of our developing technologies, though we note that we expect our
workflows and ultimately, the web
services, to be of enormous use in
biomedical research programs. The
DBPs under this aim include
projects
targeting
Alzheimer’s
disease (DBP 14), and cancer and
AIDS (DBP 6). It is also worth
highlighting a particularly innovative
project (DBP 9) to create citizenscientist ligand-design platform
(Meiler Letter) analogous to the
FoldIt protein design game41, in
collaboration with researchers at
Boehringer Ingelheim (Bergner
Letter), as diagrammed in Figure 8.
Here, D3R’s role will be to provide Figure 8: Crowd-sourced ligand design in DBP with Meiler (Vanderbilt) and
one or a few evaluated workflows, Bergner (Boehringer Ingelheim, BI). Initial sketch of the process is as follows.
accessible by webservices, as a Pharma company, here BI, adds project, with protein target structure, to the
second-level scoring function for game. Citizen scientists build and design candidate ligands using Level 1 inpromising ligands. Note that this game scores. Top scoring candidates are rescored with Level 2 scoring using
top-performing D3R workflows. The top compounds are then synthesized and
platform will ultimately be available
tested at the pharma company. Analysis occurs across the three sites and
for use by drug designers at any then, if desired, additional rounds of optimization will ensue.
university or drug company.
One added TRDP3 collaborator (see Letter of Leon Bergen in TRDP 3) will use our corpus of curated data to
train machine learning and NLP techniques from linguistics and language processing to improve the efficiency
of the curation process that drives CELPP+.
C.3

Projected Arc of Technology Research and Development

Based on our knowledge of the field and our experience over the past 4 years establishing D3R as an NIH U01
project, we expect that this project will be productive for 10-15 years as a NIH P41. Here we lay out our longterm vision for the Drug Design Data Resource.
During the first 5 years as a P41 BTRR, D3R will establish robust initial workflow-based technology frameworks
for both CELPP and CELPP+. We also anticipate continuing our roughly annual Grand Challenges for at least
the first few years, as a means of interaction with the community and recruiting new DBPs. We will help lead the
national and international conversations around data standards and methods standards for CADD, along with
other entities, including the NSF-sponsored MolSSI Institute (see Letter of Daniel Crawford) the UK’s flagship
simulation software project, BioSimSpace (see Letter of Julien Michel), and we will follow these standards in
our operations. We will work with community members (e.g., DBP Investigators) to develop containerized,
modular workflows for docking and affinity prediction and will develop the best performing open source workflows
into accessible web services. We will recruit new DBP collaborators across all three Aims, adapting as needed
in response to changes in the field.
In years 6-10, we anticipate operating in full production mode, accommodating many new workflows by migrating
much of the compute load from our cluster to cloud resources. More work may need to be done breaking
workflows into interoperable modules, but this will enable complex experiments that integrate methods from

different groups into hybrid end-to-end workflows and lead to improved methods. These will support a growing
community of data-science-embracing DBP users with drug-design applications. We anticipate that, over time,
advanced computational methods developed in the DBPs using D3R technologies will be broadly and that their
use, maintenance, and further development will be sustained by individual research grants and/or through
commercialization. The CELPP and CELPP+ frameworks will also start becoming robust enough that some other
groups may begin installing them on their own systems for in-house research. Note, however, that these will still
depend on our data curation in TRDP 3. Thus, we will develop opportunities to control costs, such as reducing
data curation costs and fostering sustainability by working with journals to require direct deposition of proteinligand binding data into the public databases, and by collaborating with machine learning and natural language
processing experts to ramp up reliable methods of partially or fully automating the extraction of benchmark data
from articles and other documents—as indeed already begun in the current proposal. Finally, given community
interest, it may be useful to take analogous approaches (including acquiring relevant data from industry) to
address other outstanding challenges in CADD, such as predicting drug binding kinetics, membrane
permeability, or toxicity.
Toward the end of years 6-10, we will assess the future role of D3R as then constituted. Much may have changed
in the fields of CADD and software engineering, but we anticipate new opportunities to enhance CELPP and
CELPP+ by integrating new software technologies, and to recruit DBP collaborators with innovative prediction
methods. For example, assuming continued improvement in computer speed, we anticipate growing use of
simulation-based free energy methods, possibly married to advanced machine-learning technologies. More
exotic possibilities may also merit consideration, such as integrating our technologies with robotic chemical
synthesis and testing, leading to integrated, iterative, self-learning structures that can evolve not only computer
models but also targeted compounds with minimal human intervention.
C.4

Approach to Community Engagement

Serving the CADD community. D3R has been and will continue to be an intensely community-centered effort.
The scientific community that D3R consists of several different stakeholder groups. First and foremost, we serve
the CADD method developers; these are the teams that develop new methods for pose prediction and ligand
ranking or binding affinity. The methods developed by these teams see wide use in the biomedical research
enterprise, with a number of our DBP investigators having over 10,000 registered users worldwide; e.g.,
AutoDock Vina27, HADDOCK35, and DOCK34. D3R also serves the industrial CADD community, expert users
within pharmaceutical and biotech companies (see Letters of Support from Tara Mirzadegan (Janssen),
Richard Lewis (Novartis), Georgia McGaughey (Vertex), Woody Sherman (Silicon Therapeutics); and in
Admin: Pat Walters (Relay Therapeutics), Hanneke Jansen (Novartis), Martin Stahl (Roche); and in DBPs:
Gruson & Steuer on behalf of Andreas Bergner (Boehringer Ingelheim). These individuals also have
enabled the D3R Grand Challenges10–12 by releasing hitherto unpublished datasets to D3R. The shared
engagement of the CADD community brings substantial impact to the research enterprise and overall public
health.

Figure 9. Members of the community we serve attending the 2018 D3R workshop in La Jolla.

As a central hub for CADD developers worldwide, D3R maintains an exceptionally high level of visibility, and we
have already established a solid track record of productive community engagement. Our approach to community
engagement has been multifaceted. In addition to organizing and running the Grand Challenges10–12, we also
developed the CELPP rolling challenge discussed above, hosted workshops, published in peer-reviewed
journals, and participated in high profile conferences. We also use D3R to engage the community in intensive
discussions around important dimensions of the field. For example, at our last workshop in 2018, after a
presentation from our external evaluator Pat Walters (from Relay Therapeutics, see Letter of Support in Admin)
about the longitudinal findings of our Grand Challenges to date, the community came to consensus about the

need to develop a working group to develop a set of evaluation metrics to be applied for different challenge
categories. Thus, there is substantial opportunity to leverage community engagement activities to enrich our
resource activities. This includes opportunities to develop CADD standards, spanning all aspects of the end-toend process, including data i/o standards, process/ methods standards, evaluation standards, and publication
standards. We plan to continue all of the aforementioned activities, and also to engage in multiple dimensions of
training activities, including developing online training materials for training of a more general audience (which
we expect will increase our visibility further), as well as hosting intensive hackathons for our DBP investigators
and other interested parties, to increase use, functionality, and adoption of our developing technologies. The
following subsections touch on key aspects of our plan for community engagement.
Blinded challenges. The annual Grand Challenges (GCs) have been a cornerstone of our activities10–12.
Participation has grown from 37 participants in GC2015 to 55 participants in our most recent GC4, and our most
recent challenge (GC4) drew worldwide participation (Figure 10). We plan to continue these and use them as
a central point of our in-person workshops. These will be supplemented by the new, continuous CELPP and
CELPP+ challenges proposed here.

D3R Grand Challenge Statistics
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Figure 10. Left: Grand Challenge submissions (blue), participants (red), and number of people who ‘joined’ the
challenge (gray). Right Global participation in D3R’s Grand Challenge 4.

Workshops and hackathons. Our in-person workshops in La Jolla on the UC San Diego campus have been
well-attended, with typically about 70-90 in-person and an equal number of remote participants, and we will
continue to hold these along with virtual workshops, for an annual meeting schedule. We also extended the
reach of our community engagement by partnering with the SAMPL initiative (see Letter of Support from David
Mobley), which focuses on model systems for method development42,43. By intersecting these two groups, D3R
will continue to enable a highly productive interchange of ideas. We also plan to host intensive hackathons to
help DBP Investigators and other interested researchers develop their methods into end-to-end workflows for
CELPP and/or CELPP+ and to containerize them so that they can be mounted on our Kubernetes31 servers and
participate in these new challenges.
Training. During our interactions with D3R industry partners, we often receive feedback about training gaps in
the rising workforce, which is largely trained by academic researchers. We will take advantage of our central
position in the CADD community to identify key training areas and will identify trusted community members to
serve as, for example, instructors at workshops. Many CADD scientists in the industrial section are eager to
share their knowledge with the next generation of trainees and they will represent a valuable but untapped source
of expertise and career perspectives. These training events will be used as the basis to create on-line training
modules which will be made freely available at the D3R website and beyond. We also believe it is important to
introduce trainees to data science aspects of CADD, and will utilize our innovative, collaborative training platform,
the Biomedical Big Data Training Collaborative (BBDTC), as part of these efforts. Thus, in 2015, D3R
investigators Altintas and Amaro were awarded an NIH BD2K R25 Open Educational Resource grant to establish
the BBDTC, an online learning platform that includes big data science curricula, an open online course (OOC)
framework, and a software toolbox for assembling hands-on tutorials and executing containerized workflows.
Publishing D3R Results in Peer-Reviewed Journals. Perhaps the most effective way to communicate to the
scientific community is through peer-reviewed journals. Accordingly, D3R has ensured that our findings and
those of our participants are shared via the scientific literature. Since 2015, Amaro and Gilson have co-edited
special issues of the Journal of Computer Aided Molecular Design (JCAMD) reporting on the most recent Grand

Challenge. In addition to D3R’s own overview paper, which summarizes the performance of all of our participants
and distills broad conclusions, these issues also includes papers by most or all of the GC participants10–12. We
plan to continue these well-received publications (see Letter of Terry Stouch).
Disseminating information through the D3R website, email and Twitter. We maintain a comprehensive D3R
website (https://drugdesigndata.org) developed on the SciCrunch platform. Our website, which conforms to the
P41 specifications provided in the PAR, has proven to be a highly effective communications vehicle with steadily
increasing user visits since its launch in 2015. It currently provides current challenge information, archives of
prior challenges, links to special issues and workshop information, and prototype CELPP webpages, which will
be greatly extended as CELPP and CELPP+ become operational. Challenge participants are registered into a
challenge-specific email list, which allows focused communications on each evolving challenge. In addition, we
maintain a Twitter presence to expand D3Rs’ exposure to interested researchers. These activities, too, will
continue as we move to the P41 format.
Disseminating Data, Scripts and Software Products. D3R software is maintained as open-source to the
extent possible and is shared on the widely used GitHub repository. We will continue this practice in the present
project. In addition, as detailed in the Resource Sharing section and the Data and Analytics TRDP, curated data
and detailed challenge results will be archived and shared via the D3RDB/BindingDB and PDB databases.
D.
Research Strategy Annotated Timeline. The following outline sketches key steps in the project
timeline. Some ongoing or repetitive items are not listed, such as Grand Challenges, data curation, basic website
development, and consultations with MolSSI, BioSimSpace and others.
•

•

•

Year 1
o
o
o
o
o
Year 2
o
o
o
o
o
Year 3
o
o
o
o

•

•

o
o
Year 4
o
o
o
o
o
o
Year 5
o
o
o
o
o
o

Cluster purchase and setup
Prototyping of containerized versions of D3R’s existing CELPP and CELPP+ workflows
Initial port and testing of CELPP scripts to Kubernetes framework
Design of CELPP+ system, including data transfer standards
Design and initial implementation of D3RDB/BindingDB data dictionaries and database extensions
Operation, data generation, and ongoing refinement of initial CELPP system
Development of automated flows of data from and into the D3RDB/BindingDB database archive
Partial implementation and initial testing of CELPP+ system in Kubernetes framework
Deployment, testing, and refinement of first DBP-generated workflows
Development of middleware between D3RDB/BindingDB and webpages
Full scale operation, data generation, and ongoing refinement of CELPP and CELPP+ with D3R
and DBP-generated workflows
Installation of new DBP CELPP and CELPP+ workflows
Development of standards and procedures for modularization of workflows
Initial use of CELPP and CELPP+ to study methodological determinants of success, run parameter
scans, study ranges of applicability
Begin development of select workflow-based, web-accessible servers
Design and initial development of D3RDB/BindingDB query, browsing and download tools.
Operation, refinement and hardening of CELPP and CELPP+
Modularization of sample D3R workflows and refinement of modularization approach
Installation and evaluation of new DBP CELPP and CELPP+ workflows
Further studies of methodological determinants of success, parameter scans, ranges of applicability
Completion and deployment of selected web-accessible pose-prediction and affinity-ranking servers
Further development of D3RDB/BindingDB query, browsing and download capabilities
High-throughput CELPP and CELPP+ data generation and archiving
Development of advanced website capabilities using new D3RDB/BindingDB capabilities
Evaluation and analysis of all operational DBP workflows
Design and testing of new workflows based on insights from prior analytic studies.
Deployment of additional web-accessible servers
Demonstration and possible use of CELPP and CELPP+ on cloud resources
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TR&D Project 1: Pose Prediction
SPECIFIC AIMS
An accurate method to predict the bound conformation, or pose, of a small molecule in a protein’s binding pocket
would allow drug designers to quickly identify chemical sites on a ligand that are disposed in space in a manner
that could direct a new substituent into a targeted subsite of the binding pocket, and thus potentially to design a
compound with greater binding affinity. In addition, accurate pose prediction, or docking, is a necessary first step
in structure-based methods to predict ligand-protein affinities. It can also provide valuable insight into
biomolecular mechanisms. For example, knowing precisely how an enzyme binds its substrate is essential to
understanding its catalytic mechanism. As a consequence, researchers worldwide are working to solve the socalled docking problem.
However, progress toward this goal is inhibited by the fact that it is difficult to determine whether a change in a
docking method consistently yields more accurate predictions than prior methods, or to compare two distinct
methods on a solid footing and thus to select one for a given application. One reason is that different methods
are typically tested against different sets of protein-ligand complexes, so there is no consistent basis for
comparison. Moreover, reported tests of docking methods typically are based on publicly available protein-ligand
cocrystal structures, and many of the same publicly available test cases are used over and over. Such studies
risk unintentional bias, due to knowledge of the reference data and because structures in the test set might have
been used previously in training the docking algorithms.
The present TRDP aims to overcome these problems and establish a foundation for systematic improvement of
docking methods. We will build on strong preliminary studies to establish a powerful new evaluation technology
that will be made freely available for use by collaborating DBPs. The method, called Continuous Evaluation of
Ligand Pose Predictions (CELPP), uses the PDB’s weekly release of new protein-ligand cocrystal structures as
the basis for a rolling, blinded pose-prediction challenge. The docking methods will be encapsulated in
automated, containerized workflows hosted on the D3R server, and the evaluation results, coupled with the test
data, will be archived along with the workflows themselves, in the database to be developed in TRDP 3. Key
outcomes will include detailed evaluations of widely used docking methods; an ongoing evaluation method based
on new data each week to drive improvements in docking technology; insights into the determinants of accuracy
in docking methods; and an archive of evaluated, downloadable workflows for use in drug discovery projects.
This will be accomplished via the following specific aims:
Aim 1: Convert CELPP to a workflow-based challenge. In the existing, preliminary implementation of CELPP,
the docking calculations are done by off-site research groups. We will work with these and other DBP
investigators to package their codes into containerized, modular workflows which will be run on a Kubernetes
framework on the D3R server. Benefits will include collection of statistics on stable methods, automated archiving
of results via TRDP 3, and support for fine-grained reproducibility and facile dissemination and reuse of methods.

Aim 2: Develop and deploy an advanced website to share CELPP results and workflows. The results of
each weekly challenge across all docking methods in the challenge will be updated automatically and will provide
a range of methods to analyze, compare, and download methods. The backend database will be provided by
the TRDP 3 project component.

Aim 3: Analyze CELPP results to extract scientific insights and value. We will utilize the capabilities of the
workflow framework to analyze the docking results, for example identifying methodological correlates of accuracy
and ascertaining whether certain methods work best for certain classes or types of protein targets.

RESEARCH STRATEGY
A. Significance
The discovery of a small molecule that binds a disease-related protein with high affinity is a key step in many
drug discovery projects. In the pharmaceutical industry, this step has been estimated to require over three years
of work on average, at a net cost per launched drug rivaling that of clinical trials1. When a high-resolution structure
of the targeted protein is available, structure-based computational methods may be used to accelerate the
discovery of high affinity ligands. A key goal of such methods is to predict the bound conformation, or pose, of a
candidate ligand. This is because an accurate method to predict the bound conformation, or pose, of a small
molecule in a protein’s binding pocket would allow drug designers to quickly identify chemical sites on a ligand
that are disposed in space in a manner that could direct a new substituent into a targeted subsite of the binding
pocket, and thus help create a new compound with greater binding affinity. In addition, accurate pose prediction,
or docking, is a necessary first step in structure-based methods to predict ligand-protein affinities. More broadly,
pose prediction can also provide valuable insight into biomolecular mechanisms. For example, knowing precisely
how an enzyme binds its substrate is essential to understanding its catalytic mechanism. As a consequence,
researchers worldwide have worked for decades to solve the so-called docking problem2–10.
Nonetheless, computational methods for pose prediction and affinity ranking have yet to fulfill their perceived
promise, as they can still be frustratingly unreliable11. Known challenges include estimating the energy as a
function of conformation with sufficient accuracy, reliably identifying bridging waters and protonation states, and
accounting for the flexibility of the protein binding12. As researchers have sought effective approaches to these
problems, progress has come to be hampered by the perhaps surprisingly daunting difficulty of comparing the
accuracy of two docking methods in a consistent and statistically meaningful fashion. This elementary but
nontrivial problem has made it difficult to make and verify technical progress.
One problem is that, although new docking algorithms are
frequently published with a comparison against existing
methods, such comparisons are often secondary to the
description of the new algorithm, and hence not fully
developed. Additionally, different methods are typically
tested against different sets of protein-ligand complexes,
so a consistent set of comparisons is not be available.
Finally, even when a study carries out careful
benchmarking of multiple methods against a common
dataset, the dataset often contains protein-ligand cocrystal
structures that have already been published. Such
retrospective studies are suboptimal, because they risk
unintentional bias and because structures in the test set
might have been used previously in training the docking
algorithms13. Several initiatives have addressed these
limitations through prospective or blinded, prediction
challenges. In such challenges, researchers evaluate
methods against a common set of test cases for which the Figure
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computational predictions have been made. Prior blinded
challenges include the GSK challenge14 and CSAR15–17. Similarly, in recent years, the Drug Design Resource
(D3R) has run blinded prediction challenges called the Grand Challenges11,18. These efforts have led to useful
benchmarking strategies, provided insight about best practices, and sometimes yielded unexpected results
regarding the effectiveness of various technical approaches. However, such episodic challenges have not been
large and systematic enough to afford statistically meaningful distinctions among individual methods or to support
an efficient cycle of development and evaluation that can persistently accelerate progress in the field. The
present TRDP is designed to address these limitations by dramatically increasing the scale of the data flow in
blinded prediction challenges of pose prediction methods, automating the collection and dissemination of data
and methods, and using this framework to learn about determinants of accuracy in docking calculations (Figure
1).

In addition, the challenge of defining the performance of a computational method is compounded by the difficulty
of reproducing complex calculations that embody many methodological choices, both explicit and implicit, and
involve many operational parameters19. To address these issues, the community has seen a dramatic uptick in
the use and availability of automated workflows that unambiguously memorialize a particular procedure and
facilitate their execution and deployment20. The present TRDP will build on this progress, establishing procedures
and technologies to capture docking methods in highly reproducible and portable containerized workflows.
B. Innovation
The Continuous Evaluation of Ligand Protein Predictions
(CELPP) challenge21 in this TRDP will be an innovative and
indeed unique blinded prediction challenge. It is designed to
overcome the limitations discussed above by directing the
Protein Data Bank’s (PDB)22 ongoing stream of new structural
data into a continuous docking challenge, and by utilizing new
software tools to define and containerizing participants’ docking
workflows. Perhaps the most closely related technology is the
Continuous Automated Model Evaluation (CAMEO) protein
structure prediction challenge23, which focuses on protein
structure prediction rather than ligand pose prediction, and
which has not so far adopted the workflow-based approach
proposed here.
C. Preliminary Data
We have proven the principle of CELPP with a preliminary
implementation that does not involve workflows or many other
technology advances proposed below21. Here, we describe this
implementation and key results it has provided.
Method: Each week, the PDB posts a file listing the new
structures that will be released five days later. For each
forthcoming structure, this list contains the PDB ID, the
sequences of the proteins it contains, InChi strings of the small
molecules, and the pH at which the structure was solved. Scripts
developed by D3R promptly download this list and identify the
forthcoming structures with protein-small molecule co-crystal
structures suitable for automated docking calculations
(https://github.com/drugdata/D3R). The proteins in these
Figure 3. Analysis of preliminary CELPP results structures are designated as CELPP targets. Automated scripts
on 66 weeks of challenges. Top) Performance by then search the full PDB for existing structures of the CELPP
method, combining predictions from all target- targets for in the docking calculations. These structures have
structure categories (“candidate types”; e.g. often been solved both without a bound ligand and also with a
LMCSS, SMCSS), in terms of root-mean-square
variety of different ligands. In order to study how the choice of
deviation (RMSD) of docked poses from
crystallographic poses. Middle) Performance by target structure influences docking results, the scripts extract up
target structure category, combining predictions to five existing structures of each CELPP target: the highest
from all participants and in-house methods. Black resolution apo structure (hiResApo); the highest resolution
lines: medians; orange lines: means. Number structure with any ligand bound (hiResHolo); the structure
above each dataset indicates the fraction of bound to the ligand with the highest Tanimoto fingerprint
predictions with RMSD>10 Å. Bottom) Median similarity to the ligand to be docked (hiTanimoto); the structure
RMSD as a function of number of rotatable bonds bound to the ligand with the largest maximum common
of the ligand and MCSS ratio, defined as the substructure with the ligand to be docked (LMCSS); and the
fraction of the heavy atoms in the docked ligand structure bound to the ligand with the smallest common
that are in its maximal common substructure with
substructure with the ligand to be docked (SMCSS). The scripts
the ligand in the co-crystal structure to which is
being docked. Data are taken from all methods for then construct the weekly CELPP data package containing, for
all calculations in LMCSS and SMCSS all of the week’s targets, the ligand to be docked, these
suggested protein structures, and the pH. Every challenge
categories. White indicates no data.
package also includes a control challenge, which is the same
every week, to aid in detection and debugging of possible anomalies. CELPP participants are responsible for

downloading this data package, docking the ligands into the target structures and/or other protein structures
which they draw from the PDB, and uploading their resulting predictions to a personal, password-protected web
directory before the deadline several days later. Shortly after the deadline, the PDB completes its weekly
structure release, which includes the crystal co-crystal structures needed to evaluate the docking predictions.
CELPP scripts use these newly released structures to evaluate the submitted predictions, send the evaluation
results to each participant, and add the results to running statistics available online
(http://drugdesigndata.org/about/celpp).
Results: During a 66-week initial test period, this automated procedure created 1,989 docking challenges
involving entirely new protein-ligand co-crystal structures drawn from the weekly PDB updates. This number far
exceeds the number of cases set by all prior blind pose-prediction challenges we are aware of, and thus strongly
validates the premise of this approach. We expect that the flow of docking challenges will continue at a similar
rate, at least, during the period of this proposed project. The ligands to be docked had an average of 27 heavy
atoms and 5 rotatable bonds, which is in the range of typical drug-like molecules. This flow of challenges was
provided to external participants via the weekly data packages (above) and was also run on several in-house
docking workflows set up by D3R as test-beds for CELPP.
Figure 3 offers several views of the performance on these data of four anonymous external methods and four
in-house D3R workflows. As detailed elsewhere21, the overall performance here is on par with that of the poseprediction components of the recent D3R Grand Challenge 318, but, interestingly, not as good as in a prior blinded
challenge47. We surmise that this is because participants in the prior study were provided with receptor structures
hand-picked and prepared by human experts to accommodate the ligands to be docked. In contrast, the
structures provided for CELPP docking are selected automatically and are not prepared by system experts.
Similarly, Grand Challenge participants are not provided with expertly selected and prepared receptor structures.
A finer-grained analysis reveals that most methods provide rather similar levels of accuracy (Figure 3, top),
based on median RMSD, with rDock and one External Participant performing noticeably worse. Among our inhouse workflows, OE Fred and Vina yield somewhat lower RMSDs, with GLIDE and rDock trailing slightly by this
metric. (Note that these workflows are not tuned for optimum results and thus may not reflect the best
performance available from their respective algorithms.) The extensive data set provided by CELPP also allows
quantification of important trends that have been previously noted11,18. First, across all methods, docking into a
receptor determined with a chemically similar ligand, as determined by the maximum common substructure
(LMCSS) or the fingerprint Tanimoto similarity index (hiTanimoto), more than doubles the success rate (RMSD
< 2Å), relative to docking into a structure determined without a bound ligand (hiResApo). Docking into the highest
resolution structure solved with any ligand (hiResHolo) and into the structure with the least similar ligand, based
on maximum common substructure (SMCSS), yielded results of intermediate accuracy. The same pattern can
be seen in the distributions of RMSDs in Figure 3 (middle), and similar results are observed for each individual
method. Second, docking results tend to be less accurate for ligands with more rotatable bonds, but this
challenge can be overcome by docking into a protein structure determined with a highly similar ligand (Figure 3,
bottom). In the best-case scenarios, where the ligand to be docked has 0 or 1 rotatable bonds and an MCSS
ratio (see figure caption) of at least 0.8, automated docking workflows can achieve a median RMSD of around 3
Å. In more difficult cases, with MCSS ratios between 0.4 and 0.5 and 7 rotatable bonds, the median RMSD rises
to about 6 Å. It should be emphasized that these quantitative analyses are possible and meaningful only because
of the large number of data in this initial CELPP dataset. Development of the present TRDP will enable many
more studies, which can be carried out not only by D3R team members but also by any interested researcher
via the information stored in the D3RDB/BindingDB data archive (TRDP 3).
D. Approach
D.2 Aim1: Convert CELPP to a workflow-based challenge
1.1 Develop server environment for CELPP. We will create a compute environment (Figure 4) designed to
support containerized docking workflows, and providing capabilities to record the entire processing history of
each calculation (provenance), including all control parameters and scientific data used in the calculation and all
output data, as well as performance data such as cpu time and memory usage.

Participants will submit CELPP workflows as Docker images to ensure reproducibility across a wide range of
platforms. The workflow image will be fully self-contained, containing all the applications, scripts, libraries,
packages, etc., necessary to run the workflow. Thus, the container brings not only the workflow of interest, but
also the full system environment it requires, so researchers will be able to share and run all D3R docking
workflows without installing
additional software or creating a
specialized run environment.
Docker is the most popular
container format, and it is widely
supported.
Therefore,
if
compute demands
exceed
capacity on the D3R server, it
will be relatively straightforward
to execute participants’ images
on any the major cloud services,
e.g., Amazon, Google, and
Microsoft Azure. They can also
be run on XSEDE, because it
supports Singularity containers,
which can be created from
Docker
containers.
This
portability also means that
workflow images archived in
TRDP 3 can readily be obtained
and used by other researchers.

Figure 4: In TRDP 1, CELPP will take pre-release data from the PDB, feed it into
containerized workflows in our Kubernetes environment, evaluate, archive, and
disseminate results, evaluations, provenance, compute performance, and workflows.
Two workflows are shown, each comprising three functional modules and having a
persistent data store. Workflow 2 is shown as using the local PDB and BindingDB
instances.

The execution and orchestration
of
participant
workflow
containers on our server will be
performed by Kubernetes, which is the open source version of Google’s container management system.
Kubernetes provides scheduling, fault tolerance, scalability, and elastic execution over heterogeneous
resources. Containers are deployed based on a set of fine-grained metrics, e.g., required number of CPU cores
or minimum amount of memory. This fine-grained resource management will allow CELPP to full control over
the execution environment of the participant workflow containers. As diagrammed in Figure 4, the server
environment will also provide up-to-date local copies of the PDB and BindingDB to workflows needing access to
these data in order to set up and/or tune their calculations. Providing these locally avoids the need for any
workflow to access off-site resources and thus risk unblinding a challenge or encountering network or service
delays. Thus, when the workflow is run with a new dataset, a local copy of the PDB and BindingDB data is
mounted in a standardized location inside the container, e.g., /data, before the workflow executes. This allows
the same workflow image to execute over new datasets released after the image was created. In addition, each
workflow will be able to maintain its own local data store that will persist between challenge sets. This will enable
a workflow to learn over time. (We note that specialized evaluation methods and metrics will need to be
developed for workflows that adapt over time in this manner.) If we find that some workflows require access to
commercial software licenses, we will maintain these licenses on the server (cost permitting) so that all workflows
will operate.
1.2 Containerize D3R docking methods and deploy and test them in the CELPP server environment. We
will use the four D3R docking procedures mentioned in Preliminary Data (Autodock Vina, Glide OE Fred, rDock)
as test cases for containerizing pose-prediction workflows and operating them within the server environment
describe above. As part of this process, we will break each method into functional modules (e.g., protein
preparation, ligand preparation, docking, rescoring) that interoperate via common data specifications, and will
demonstrate the construction of novel workflows by mixing and matching modules. This capability will be useful
when studying the determinants of accuracy in Aim 4.
1.3 Work with DBP collaborators to develop, modularize, and install their pose-prediction workflows in
the D3R server. We have already built collaborations with DBP Investigators who will work with us to deploy
their own end-to-end docking workflows within the D3R CELPP framework. Community discussions will guide
standardization of modules and associated data standards. Finalized Docker containers will be archived in

D3RDB/BindingDB (TRDP 3), along with descriptive information, information on any license requirements, etc.,
and will also be installed in the D3R server environment. There, they will participate in the rolling CELPP
challenge, and their detailed evaluation, performance and provenance data will be archived in an ongoing
manner in D3RDB/BindingDB along with the archived workflows themselves. Thus, D3RDB/BindingDB will
become a unique source of operational workflows, annotated by performance and available for researchers
worldwide studying computational methods and pursuing drug discovery projects.

Figure 5. Mock-up of one high-level page on the proposed CELPP website. The top left chart displays the RMSD bar plot for each of
the current methods. The buttons under the header (All weeks, 3 Weeks, Last week) provide easy access to several date ranges,
while the pop-up calendar on the right offers additional options. Table below the plot lists participant information and evaluation
results.

D.2 Aim 2: Develop and deploy an advanced website to share CELPP results and workflows
We will develop CELPP website capabilities to provide both high-level and fine-grained analyses of the results,
while also offering full downloads of data and the workflows themselves for researchers wishing to do their own
analyses or to make use of selected methods in their own projects. Data will be served to the website by the
integrated D3RDB/BindingDB archive (TRDP 3) and the PDB (via its webservices API). A mockup high-level
view, Figure 5, shows distributions of pose RMSDs, relative to crystal structures, for a number of methods along
the horizontal axis; some may be shown anonymously on the request of the developer. Website users will be
able to select the target structure used (e.g., LMCSS, hiResApo) and the span of weeks for which data are to be
displayed. Enhancements to the plots will include a greater number of time periods available and controls to
specify time ranges; comparisons of selected methods for the largest common set of test cases they have run;
evaluations for selected classes of proteins, such as kinases or aspartyl proteases; scatter plots of accuracy

versus CPU or GPU time requirements; an option to present window-averaged accuracy over time for methods
that learn; and an autogenerated information page for each workflow, including text documentation, citation data,
information on the number of tests run and the results, and compute performance. Depending on community
input, we will also consider creating an interface allowing users to submit their own pose-prediction jobs to
workflows hosted on the D3R server.
D.3 Aim 3: Analyze CELPP results to extract scientific insights and value
The large number of datasets flowing through the CELPP challenge creates a new opportunity to learn about
factors affecting the accuracy of pose-prediction calculations and thus advance the field. We plan to take
advantage of this opportunity by assessing the domains of applicability of docking methods and evaluating the
impact of various methodological component (such as protein preparation method) and parameter choices.
First, we will look for characteristics of protein targets and ligands that correlate with the performance of specific
pose-prediction methods. For example, some algorithms may do better for hydrophobic sites or for specific
protein families, such as serine proteases. Such statistical analyses will help practitioners choose methods suited
for their specific applications and set meaningful expectations for the quality of predictions on new systems. We
will also scan for docking cases where multiple methods do poorly, as these may highlight types of systems
where more methods development is critically needed. Alternatively, they may help us identify cases where
CELPP’s automated procedures need correction. For example, one should not expect docking methods to
generate accurate pose predictions if the binding site of the true co-crystal structure includes a cofactor that is
absent from all structures of the target protein in the PDB. We will be alert to such technical problems with CELPP
and work to correct them on an ongoing basis. Where practical, the tools used to carry out these studies will also
be made available via the website (above) to support reanalysis as new methods come on line and as new
challenges flow through the system.
Second, most workflows come with user-adjustable parameters, relating, for example, to the comprehensiveness
of a conformational search or the weightings of various energy terms. In addition, as noted above, we will
encourage developers to configure their workflows as a set of modules that can interoperate with other
workflows. For example, many workflows can be configured with separate protein-preparation and ligandpreparation modules, responsible for such tasks as assigning protonation states and starting conformations. This
means that, if one workflow does particularly well, we may substitute its protein- and ligand-preparation modules
into other workflows and see if they lead to improvement. In effect, we will be creating new workflows and testing
them in the CELPP challenge stream. This will provide new insights into the influence of not only the core docking
algorithms, but also key procedural details, such as how molecules are prepared. We plan to take advantage of
this modularity and the accessible parameters to seek insight into the determinants of success.
In analyzing these data, we will be mindful of and seek to account for the possible consequences of errors or
uncertainties in the structural data. For example, we will work with team-member and Lead for PDB Interactions
Prof. Stephen Burley to develop automated methods of down-weighting errors for ligands, or parts of ligands,
whose coordinates are less well defined by the crystallographic data. We will also work with the CADD
community to arrive at accepted choices for error metrics.
It is also worth noting that, if a participant’s pose-prediction method were to change over time, it would become
impossible to collect full statistics for a single, defined method. We will therefore distinguish between methods
which are locked in for a period of time, and for which meaningful statistics therefore will be obtained, from those
which are mutable, such as when CELPP is used to guide ongoing improvements in a pose-prediction method.
E.

Technology Development Integration

TRDP3 will tightly integrate with the efforts proposed here, as the D3RDB/BindingDB archive to be developed
there will store the workflows and their performance data and will serve them to the CELPP website. In addition,
TRDP2 will operate on a closely related Kubernetes framework and so we expect tight technological integration
between the two efforts.
F.

Interaction with DBPs

This TRDP1 will be driven by a large cohort of outstanding docking methods developers, developing widely used
codes (often with more than 10,000 users each) such as HADDOCK24 (DBP 2), AutoDock Vina25 (DBP 5),
MDock26–28 (DBP 16), Rhodium29 (DBP 1), MolSoft30,31 (DBP 13), SMINA32,33 (DBP 8), MathParm34 (DBP 15),
and DOCK35 (DBP 12). In addition, DBPs 6, 9, 14 represent scientific teams who have partnered with us to
develop and use fully vetted pose prediction workflows.
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TR&D Project 2: Ligand Ranking & Affinity Predictions
SPECIFIC AIMS
A key goal of many drug discovery projects is to discover a small organic molecule that binds a targeted protein
with high affinity, while also meeting requirements related, for example, to solubility, bioavailability, and
pharmacokinetics. To help achieve this goal, researchers have developed computational methods of predicting,
or at least ranking, protein-small molecule binding affinities. These methods range from physics-based
approaches that use atomistic simulations and/or quantum chemistry, to machine-learning approaches trained
on available experimental data. However, affinity prediction methods are not yet accurate enough to dramatically
accelerate and reduce the costs of ligand discovery.
Part of the problem is that it is difficult to convincingly compare the reliability of various methods, to identify
leading sources of error in the calculations, and to verify technical progress. This is because methods are
typically tested in an unblinded fashion on datasets that differ from test to test and are too small to provide strong
statistical results. The blinded D3R Grand Challenges have enabled methods to be compared without bias and
on a common footing, and they have built a community around the shared goal of evaluating and advancing this
technology. However, because of their slow tempo and the still modest size of their datasets, they cannot support
statistically compelling conclusions about what works best and in what contexts, or provide clear feedback to
developers about how to improve their methods. We propose to overcome these challenges with a novel,
effectively blinded, high-throughput challenge for protein-ligand affinity prediction or ranking, preliminarily named
CELPP+, after the CELPP pose-prediction challenge described in TRDP 1.
In brief, we will work with DBP investigators to implement their methods in automated workflows that will be
hosted by the D3R team in a framework without internet access. In this setting, each workflow is effectively
blinded to any affinity data that are published after the workflow has been set up, so any predictions of new data
are, in effect, blinded predictions. We will then utilize BindingDB’s massive flow of affinity data curated from
articles and patents (TRDP 3) to challenge and characterize these workflows. The results will be stored in the
D3RDB/BindingDB archive (TRDP 3), shared on a dedicated website, and mined for insights. Accordingly, the
Specific Aims of this TRDP are as follows:
Aim 1 Develop workflow framework & procedures for affinity prediction workflows. Set up a compute
cluster running Kubernetes to host workflows in Docker containers. Automate the uptake of newly curated data
from TRDP 3 and their application as challenge datasets in CELPP+. Automate the packaging of prediction
results, run parameters, provenance data, etc., into XML files ready for ingestion by the D3RDB/BindingDB
archive (TRDP 3) data archive. Provide workflows with access to local instances of BindingDB and PDB.
Develop procedures to match the flow of challenge data fed to the speed of the workflow.
Aim 2 Populate CELPP+ framework with affinity-prediction workflows. Work with DBP investigators and
two community-focused efforts, MolSSI (USA) and BioSimSpace (UK), to develop effective, standard practices
for using Docker to containerize computational workflows for ligand ranking / affinity predictions. Prove principle
and optimize procedures by implementing a limited set of in-house workflows, including static and adaptive
(learning) methods. Move toward modularization to foster sharing and interchange of workflow components.
Assist DBP investigators to use the optimized procedures.
Aim 3 Collect and share results and workflows. Develop CELPP+ website providing performance data and
basic analyses for the CELPP+ workflows, downloads of detailed performance results for off-line analysis, and
downloads of containerized workflows for reproducibility and use. Set up selected workflows as servers to
support application-based DBPs.
Aim 4 Extract insight and value from the results of CELPP+. Use modular character of workflows to seek
components that contribute to accuracy. Carry out parameters sweep of workflows with user parameters to
seek optimal settings. Evaluate performance of workflows on data subsets, such as protein families or binding
site polarity. Look for ongoing improvement in workflows that learn.

RESEARCH STRATEGY
A. Significance
Creating software tools capable of accurately rank-ordering a set of ligands in terms of predicted activity against
a target, or of predicting the binding affinity of a ligand-protein complex outright, is a central goal in the field of
computer-aided drug design1. Computational methods addressing this task range from physics-based
approaches that use atomistic simulations2–10 and/or quantum chemistry11 to machine-learning approaches12–15
trained on available experimental data. Ideally, such methods would short-cut the process of going from selection
of a protein target to discovery of a potent ligand, but affinity prediction methods are not yet accurate enough to
dramatically accelerate and reduce the costs of ligand discovery, and so the ligand discovery process still
requires an enormous amount of trial and error, involving synthesis and assay of many candidate compounds.
A key obstacle to advancing this technology is the difficulty of rigorously comparing the reliability of various
methods in order to identify leading sources of error and verify technical progress. The problem is that methods
are typically tested on small, unblinded, datasets that differ from one study to another. The D3R Grand
Challenges16–18 represent an important step toward comparing methods objectively and on a common footing,
and they have attracted broad participation and positive responses. Indeed, some broad lessons have been
learned from these studies16–18. However, it is hard to extract statistically compelling, finer-grained conclusions
from such challenges, because of the very limited supply of blinded, pharmaceutically relevant binding affinity
data. Thus, the Grand Challenges run only about yearly and include at most several hundred test cases each,
spanning one or a few drug targets.
In addition, an end-to-end affinity calculation may involve multiple software components and dozens of steps,
each with its own parameters, and identifying the key determinants of accuracy in such a procedure is nontrivial.
In fact, simply defining a method with enough detail to allow replication of published results can be problematic.
The traditional Grand Challenges accept predictions from users, with a brief description of the method employed,
but, often, not all parameters and options chosen by the participants are specified. This clearly makes the
Challenge results difficult to interpret or use. In response, there is growing interest in the research community in
holding challenges where participants submit not just their predictions, but also operational instantiations of their
methods; see DBP letters. While many agree this is the necessary next step, the community is missing a
standards and technical framework that would enable such approaches to be effective.
This technology development project, TRDP 2, addresses both limitations by creating a high-throughput,
workflow-based, blinded prediction challenge for protein-ligand affinity calculations. It builds our CELPP poseprediction challenge (TRDP 1), the Gilson lab’s track-record of efficient, accurate curation of protein-ligand
binding data from articles and patents (TRDP 3), and recent technologies that allow a workflow to be effectively
packaged in a “container”, which enables the method to be easily used on nearly any Linux machine.
B. Innovation
We propose an entirely new approach to methods assessment for computational ligand-protein affinity prediction
or ranking. It has a high degree of innovation, because, simply, no one has ever done this before. In addition to
providing large-scale, objective, evaluations to developers (DBP Aim 2 investigators) to help improve their
prediction methods, this project will populate a novel archive (TRDP 3) of operational affinity-prediction
workflows, annotated with detailed test results, which may be accessed by drug design scientists looking for the
best methods for their applications (DBP Aim 3 investigators, DBPs 6 and 14). In later years, modularization
of workflows will enable rich innovation in individual binding affinity workflow components, as well as their creative
integration. Finally, the end-to-end computational workflows that are developed and enabled through this core
have the potential to enable extraordinary innovation in broader applications beyond the scope of this project;
e.g., DBP 9, an academic-industrial partnership which will utilize TRDP 2 technology to crowd source ligand
design.
C. Approach
To date, blinded affinity-prediction challenges have been intermittent and have involved data sets too small (~100
data) to support statistically strong conclusions. The problem is that few blinded data are available, despite
public-spirited contributions of unpublished data by drug companies, and we see no prospect for this situation to
change. The present approach overcomes this limitation by enabling the many binding data published each year
to be used for effectively blinded challenges. In brief, we will collect automated, end-to-end, affinity prediction
workflows from DBP collaborators, mount them in a D3R-operated framework that blocks access to data

resources on the web, and challenge them on a continuous basis with the large flow of recently published proteinligand affinity data curated from articles and patents by the existing BindingDB project, which will be integrated
into this project. Because the workflows were created and isolated before publication of the data, their predictions
will be effectively blinded. And because BindingDB curates tens of thousands of published affinities each year,
this approach will increase the scale of affinity-prediction challenges by about two orders of magnitude, relative
to the status quo. We are preliminarily calling this continuous, high-throughput affinity prediction challenge
CELPP+.

Figure 1. Data flows in CELPP+. BindingDB (BDB) staff will curate challenge datasets from articles, patents and other
databases. Each dataset will have a Dataset ID, a set of protein-ligand pairs, and their affinities. The datasets (purple)
flow to BindingDB for archiving and general use. In addition, the identities of the molecules (blue) flow to the Kubernetes
cluster, where modular workflows (two shown here) predict the affinities. The predictions, along with data on run
parameters (provenance) and compute performance, flow to the evaluation code, which compares the predicted affinities
with the experimental affinities (red). The combined experimental and computational results flow to D3RDB, which is
integrated with BindingDB (links not shown here). Within the Kubernetes cluster, each workflow can access a local
instance of BindingDB for training and machine learning, and PDB for structure-based calculations. BindingDB, D3RDB,
and PDB data are all shared publicly via the world-wide web (WWW).

C.1 Aim 1 Develop workflow framework & procedures for affinity prediction workflows
C.1.1 Technology strategy for the CELPP+ framework
We will create a container-based service which will host end-to-end workflows for protein-ligand affinity
prediction, drive a flow of challenge cases through them, automatically and continuously evaluate their
predictions against the associated experimental data, and pipe the results into the D3RDB/BindingDB archive
(TRDP 3). These proposed data flows are diagrammed in Figure 1. Participants will submit CELPP workflows
as Docker images to ensure reproducibility across a wide range of platforms. The workflow images will be selfcontained to the extent possible. That is, they will contain all the applications, scripts, libraries, packages, etc.,
necessary for execution. One possible exception is that some workflows may need to contact a license server
for a commercial software component. We will seek to enable these applications by providing local access to
licenses for widely used software, cost permitting; these can typically be situated at a fixed network address, and
thus will be compatible with restricting broader internet access by the workflows, as required for “blinding”. We

will collaborate with DBPs 1-5, 7, 8, 10-13, and 15,16 to help containerize their methods with Docker. This is the
most container popular format, and it will enable dissemination of methods by allowing participants’ images to
be executed not only on the D3R server, but also on the major cloud services, such as Amazon, Google, and
Microsoft Azure. In addition, XSEDE supports Singularity containers, which can be created from Docker
containers. The participant workflow images will be provided access, e.g. at a location tentatively called /data, to
local versions of BindingDB and the PDB, for use in empirical and structure-based calculations, respectively. In
addition, each workflow will have the option of maintaining a local data store which will persist between
calculations.
The containerized workflows will be hosted in the well-established Kubernetes framework19, which was initially
developed at Google and is now broadly supported. Kubernetes provides scheduling, fault tolerance, scalability
and elastic execution over heterogeneous resources. It deploys containers based on their computational
requirements, such as the required number of CPU cores or the minimum amount of memory. Kubernetes will
manage the overall multi-container environment, while finer-grained scaling behavior will be managed by the
workflows themselves, based on the performance requirements of the scientific executables they contain and
their data management and analysis tasks. Support will be provided to record the entire processing record of
each workflow, i.e., provenance, associated with parameter settings and I/O records. This data-oriented point of
view, encompassing end-to-end provenance of data and workflows, enables reproducibility and effective sharing
of methods. The choice of technology for the D3R shared user platform will enable us to run the resource in an
effective way with reproducibility20,21, fault tolerance, and dynamic resource coordination, building on our team's
prior body of work for end to end computational and data science workflows22–26
To optimize the exploitation of available hardware resources, we will create a “Smart Workflow” resource
selection capability, based on dynamic analysis of system states and workflow progress. This capability will
predict performance of a workflow on available resources27 and provide suggestion to users about the best
infrastructure to use based on anticipated execution time and resource cost. For example, workflows that embed
very computationally intensive jobs can spread the job to many heterogenous compute resources, including the
Cloud or XSEDE resources.
C.1.2 Execution of a CELPP+ cycle
A CELPP+ cycle (Figure 1) will be initiated by the appearance of a challenge dataset created by the data curators
(TRDP 3). When a new dataset is created, Kubernetes will schedule each workflow (TRDP 2) on the appropriate
resources; e.g., dedicated D3R Cluster CPUs and GPUs. Detection of a new dataset may be triggered by a
daemon using Linux’s inotify to watch for file system changes in a directory, or by an SQL trigger when a new
entry is made in the curation database. Before each workflow executes, copies of relevant data from BindingDB
(TRDP 3) and the PDB will be mounted within the workflow container, providing fast access to the data due to
locality and lack of contention with other workflows. Once the workflow completes, the results are written to
persistent storage before the container is destroyed. A second Kubernetes job is then started to evaluate the
results. The evaluator job compares the workflow outputs with the corresponding experimental affinities – i.e.,
the answers – for these input datasets and reports out its evaluations of accuracy in a data package that includes
workflow ID, dataset ID, provenance, parameters, CPU/GPU time, and evaluation statistics. This package is then
automatically loaded into D3RDB/BindingDB archive (TRDP 3), where it is linked to records of both the
experimental dataset and the workflow that made the predictions.
C.1.3 Adaptations of the CELPP+ cycle
There are at least two reasons it may not be appropriate to assign every dataset to every workflow. First, if the
affinity data were publicly available before the workflow was provided to D3R, then the workflow may not be
blinded to this dataset. To address this, we will record the date and time when the workflow image was submitted
to D3R. As the curated challenge data will include publication dates, this will make it possible to run each
workflow only on data that were available after the workflow was provided to D3R. However, especially for fast
workflows for which running a calculation is not burdensome, an alternative will be to run the workflow on all
datasets and then address the date issues when one analyzes the evaluation data. Thus, one may choose to
evaluate a workflow only with data that could not have been available when it was created, or one may choose
to allow the full set of data that it was tested on. In fact, it might be interesting to see whether a workflow performs
better on data that were available when it was being developed than on new data.
A second reason it may not be appropriate to assign every dataset to a workflow is that the workflow may be too
slow, given available computational resources. For example, this is may apply to free energy methods based on

explicit solvent molecular dynamics simulations1. One way to address this is to allow workflows to run
asynchronously, and then define a policy for what dataset to supply next to a workflow that has fallen behind the
faster workflows. Most natural, perhaps, is to continue feeding it datasets in the original order, even though this
means falling further and further behind. An advantage of this approach is that it would maximize the number of
datasets that all workflows have processed in common. However, we will be open to the possibility that a
different prioritization of datasets may be preferable, perhaps to ensure that all workflows have been applied to
a specific set of protein targets, such as kinases.
C.1.4 Preliminary Results
The proposed “Smart Workflow” Resource Selection service leverages machine learning models for creating
precise performance predictions of unseen modules of a workflow28 and we (Altintas and coworkers) have
applied this technology to a compute- and data-intensive Microbiome Taxonomy and Gene Abundance workflow
(MTGA)27 . For workflow coordination, we will build on a synchronous dataflow pipeline that uses Jupyter
notebooks and Kepler WebView29 on the NSF CHASE-CI, a network of fast GPU appliances built by D3R coInvestigator Altintas and coworkers, for machine learning and storage, and managed through Kubernetes on the
high-speed Pacific Research Platform (PRP) 30.
C.2 Aim 2: Populate CELPP+ framework with affinity-prediction workflows
C.2.1 Development of in-house workflows. To ensure smooth operation of the CELPP+ framework, optimize
procedures, and prove the principle of this approach, we will develop several in-house, containerized affinity
prediction or ranking workflows. These will also serve as examples for DBP developers and will generate
interesting data to spark broader interest in the project, as discussed below and in the Community Engagement
section.
Our approach will be to start by containerizing the simple docking algorithms from our Preliminary Studies
(Section C.2.2) and putting these into the CELPP+ data flow. Moving forward, we will implement methods that
may be more time-consuming but promise greater accuracy, including, in years 2-3 and onward, workflows that
utilize the free energy methods touched on above. All workflows will be labeled (tagged with metadata), to identify
particular requirements, e.g., methods that will be learning and changing their actual workflow settings and
procedures on the fly, vs those workflows that will run without modification. In general, we anticipate that the
containerized workflows developed in this TRD project will require a wider range of compute resources (e.g.
cpu/gpu time) than those in TRDP 1.
C.2.2 Preliminary Studies. We
created
initial,
end-to-end
workflows based on the docking
methods
GlideXP31–33
and
OpenEye FRED34. These are
already used in CELPP for pose
prediction but are now applicable
to ligand ranking. Our fully
automated workflows require only
a protein sequence, a set of
ligands, and the experimental pH
to run a complete, unattended
calculation.
Error!
Reference
source
not
found.
shows
preliminary results of applying
these to a Grand Challenge 4
dataset18 comprising 110 ligands
with the protein target CathepsinS.
These rather basic methods did Figure 2. Two preliminary binding affinity workflows developed using the GlideXP
not yield accurate predictions, but and FRED docking programs and run on the Grand Challenge 4 Cathepsin S
dataset.
they illustrate complete, end-toend automation and now only
need to be containerized to be ready for CELPP+. They also provide a baseline and template to evaluate and
develop more sophisticated methods.

C.2.3 Work with DBP Investigators and others in the community to develop their methods into workflows.
The true impact of our approach will only be realized through the adoption of this approach by DBP investigators
to create a range of additional affinity prediction or ranking workflows. Accordingly, we have laid the groundwork
for a successful recruitment of developers through 13 different DBP partnerships, each representing a leading
method or software developer in the field. In addition, we have already established partnerships with leading
organizations working to help the research community take advantage of state-of-the-art software development
practices: the US-based, NSF-sponsored Molecular Simulation Software Institute (MolSSI, see Letter of
Support from Daniel Crawford, in Overall); and the flagship community-oriented computational chemistry
software initiative for biomolecular simulation software, BioSimSpace (see Letter of Support from Julien
Michel, in Overall). Both of these initiatives are highly synergistic with our ongoing and proposed plans. MolSSI
has committed to co-sponsorship of hackathons and workshops, development of community standards for CADD
workflows, and co-hiring of a programmer who will coordinate D3R and MolSSI efforts. BioSimSpace, who we
have worked with since 2017, will also collaborate on the development of global standards for workflow modules,
and as part of our early adopter group for free energy method workflow development.
C.2.4 Work towards modularization of all workflows to enable module exchange and interoperability
Over time, we aim to work with the research community to break CELPP+ (and CELPP) workflows into discrete,
interoperable modules, each with a well-recognized and consistent function, such as protein-preparation and
ligand-preparation. Modularization will offer multiple benefits. Thus, a lab with a particularly capable proteinpreparation module will be able to disseminate it to many other developers for immediate use. And the CELPP+
framework can be used to try workflows constructed with various combinations of modules, looking for best
practices. Workflow modules will also support the development of corresponding training modules related to the
various functionalities, as noted in Community Engagement.
C.3 Aim 3 Collect and share results and workflows.
C.3.1 Develop and maintain CELPP+ website, and provide avenues for archiving, sharing, and
comparison of workflows.
D3R will collect workflow results in terms of accuracy and computational performance (e.g., cpu/gpu time), along
with provenance data, such as the identities of the datasets used, IDs of workflows and their components, the
public/anonymous flag for each workflow, adjustable run parameters, the currency dates of any databases (PDB,
BindingDB), and other parameters, including information about the internal data stores of workflows which use
them. Accuracy metrics will be arrived at in consultation with other researchers but will likely include Kendall’s
tau and Spearman’s rho for ranking accuracy and root-mean-square error (RMSE) for free energy accuracy. We
will continually consult with our DBP Investigators and the broader community to update the data that we store
and evaluate. The data generated by CELPP+ will be automatically loaded into the D3RDB/BindingDB archive
(TRDP 3) for storage, study, and dissemination.
We will develop a dedicated CELPP+ website, which will provide performance data and basic analyses for the
CELPP+ workflows. The development of this website will follow the style and technical procedures established
for CELPP in TRDP 1 and will, similarly, draw on the D3RDB/BindingDB database backend (TRDP 3). It will
allow downloads not only of detailed performance results, but also of the containerized workflows themselves,
thus establishing an entirely novel resource for drug designers to select affinity prediction methods based on
their performance and computational requirements.
C.3.2 Set up selected workflows as servers to support application-based DBPs. We aim to make selected
workflows that balance speed and accuracy, and for which permissions are available, accessible as public
servers. These will afford at least two means of use: 1) via a web form which allows input files and limited to be
uploaded and parameters specified; 2) by a webservices API which can be accessed programmatically. This will
be useful for all DBPs as well as new users beyond the initial set, and will be particularly important for DBPs 6
and 14, where one or more validated D3R servers will provide “second-level scoring” for crowd-sourced drug
design, as detailed in the Driving Biomedical Projects section and the table of DBPs.
C.4 Aim 4 Extract insight and value from the results of CELPP+
C.4.1 Use CELPP+ to extracting finer-grained “lessons learned” about affinity prediction methods. D3R
has sought to gain insight into the determinants of success by analyzing the results of prior Grand Challenges,
as partly documented in the “Lessons Learned” page on our website. However, the small size of the Grand
Challenge datasets has sharply limited what they can teach us. Because CELPP+ is expected increase the data

flow by about two orders of magnitude, and because it makes each workflow available for study, it will enable
statistically meaningful, fine-grained analysis of what makes some methods work better than others. For
example, if one workflow performs particularly well, one may substitute its modules one by one into other
workflows to learn if any in particular lead to improvement. One may also carry out parameter sweeps to
systematically optimize performance. We will be interested to monitor and report back to the community on
workflows that ‘learn’ over time, allowing new, statistically significant, insight into adaptive workflows. We will
also consult with the community about what experiments would be most revealing, and, resources permitting,
we can make the D3R framework available to others for experimentation.
Another approach will be to evaluate the performance of workflows on subsets of the data, categorized for
example by protein family or binding site polarity. From such analyses, we expect to be able to classify easy vs.
hard application classes based on prediction success. We will analyze the resulting performance data to
characterize “zones of applicability” for different methods, which has been a long sought-after goal for the
community and application users.
In analyzing the results, we will be mindful of uncertainties in the experimental data. We will continue to use
estimates of the uncertainties (typically at least 2-3x in Kd or IC50) as a basis for bootstrapping to obtain
uncertainties in computed statistics, such as Kendall’s tau for ranking and Pearson’s correlation coefficient for
numerical data. In evaluating correlations, we will focus on the correlations within each dataset, as these will all
have been obtained from one article or patent, and therefore typically derive from one lab using one method. We
will also put greater weight, where possible, to Kd measurements over IC50s, although the latter will certainly be
more abundant. We will also work with the CADD community to arrive at accepted error metrics.
C.4.2 Create a synergistic interplay with the Grand Challenges. Relatedly, on an annual basis, D3R will
continue to run the Grand Challenges in order to allow all members of the community to test their methods. While
we will continually encourage participants to develop workflows and submit them to us, as part of their submission
packets, participants will still be able to submit ‘predictions only’ for these events. We have made this choice in
order to be as inclusive as possible with regard to participant groups, recognizing that not all groups will have
the desire or bandwidth to develop automated workflows of their methods (see Community Engagement).
When certain Grand Challenge methods appear particularly promising, we will engage with the developers as
DBP investigators to help them convert their approaches into containerized workflows that can be added to our
server framework for continuous evaluation.
D. Technology Development Integration
This TRDP 2 will use the stream of curated affinity data
provided by TRDP 3. In addition, all of the CELPP+ data
– and indeed the workflows themselves – will be
archived and linked with the experimental data in the
TRDP 3 databases, which in turn will serve these data to
the CELPP+ website. Furthermore, the server
frameworks that support CELPP (TRDP 1) and CELPP+
(TRDP 2) will be similarly structured, so much of the work
done for one will also be useful for the other. Some of the
connections among the TRDPs are diagrammed in
Figure 3.
E. Interaction with DBPs
This TRDP will interact extensively with the DBP
Investigators who are developing methods for ligand
ranking and binding affinity prediction (DBPs 1-5, 7, 8,
10-13, and 15,16). In addition, we will work directly with
DBP Y investigators who will use D3R workflows to
Figure 3: TRDP 2 Activities in the context of TRDP 1,
support drug design by citizen scientists, and others who
will apply D3R workflows to their drug discovery and TRDP 3 and Community Engagement.
design projects (DBPs 6 and 14).
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TR&D Project 3: Data & Analytics
SPECIFIC AIMS
The overall goal of this project is to create technologies that will enable dramatic advances in two core purposes
of computer-aided drug design (CADD): ligand-protein pose prediction and affinity prediction or ranking. Success
in this endeavor will lower the cost and accelerate the discovery of new medications across a range of therapeutic
areas. Our approach is based on a recognition that the field currently lacks effective methods to test the accuracy
of CADD methods, and that such methods are needed to advance the state of the art. The problem is the
shortage of unpublished data that can be used to carry out blinded – and hence objective, large-scale – and
hence statistically significant – tests. We propose to overcome this problem by tapping into two large, existing
flows of data in a manner that will generate effectively blinded prediction challenges two orders of magnitude
larger than are possible today. The first is the flow of new PDB entries, many of which are cocrystal structures
of proteins with drug-like ligands; these enable the pose-prediction challenge. The second is the flow of newly
curated protein-ligand binding data generated by the BindingDB project; these will enable the affinity-prediction
challenge. For pose-predictions, a blinded challenge is enabled by using the PDB’s advance notice of
forthcoming structures. For affinity predictions, a blinded challenge is enabled by ensuring that the predictions
are made by automated workflows that are isolated from the internet before the affinity data become available.
The Data and Analytics TRDP will develop and deploy technology to collect the protein-ligand interaction data
needed for the D3R challenges, and to archive and disseminate these along with data regarding the methods
used in the challenges and the outcomes. This will include the shareable workflows themselves and their
operating parameters, which effectively become part of the data, in order to support dissemination of these
methods and reproducibility. The protein-ligand curation and archiving approach will build on the established
infrastructure of the BindingDB project, which will be extended to support this project; new structural data will be
linked with the Protein Data Bank.
The resulting resource will serve data to the CELPP, CELPP+ and Grand Challenge webpages discussed
elsewhere in this proposal, enabling browsing, queries, selected analyses, as well as downloads of data and
workflows for offline study and use by computational chemists and researchers engaged in drug design projects.
The flow of curated protein-ligand data will be directed into BindingDB, which is used by medicinal chemists,
computational chemists, chemical biologists, and others worldwide. In addition, we will develop an export format
for the full BindingDB dataset, in order to generate the local data store in the CELPP+ workflow system which
will be used by workflows that learn from available binding data.
Accordingly, the specific aims of this TRDP are as follows:
Aim 1. Collect and curate protein-ligand interaction data. For the Grand Challenges, collect hitherto
unpublished protein-ligand cocrystal structures and affinities from pharma. For CELPP+, tap the much larger
flow of data – tens of thousands of measurements per year – generated by BindingDB’s data curation practice.
Archive all incoming data in BindingDB. For CELPP, draw structural data from the weekly PDB releases.
Aim 2. Archive workflows and challenge results with associated protein-ligand interaction data. Extend
the BindingDB data dictionary with tables and relationships that allow workflows to be archived along with the
results of their predictions when applied to the protein-ligand datasets added to BindingDB in the course of this
project. Develop software to automatically populate these data tables with the results of the ongoing CELPP+
challenges, and to support manual curation steps as needed.

Aim 3. Serve data to project websites, CELPP+ workflows and the research community. Design the local
instantiation of BindingDB that will be incorporated into the CELPP+ framework and automate the provisioning
of regular updates. Maintain and enhance BindingDB’s web pages, APIs, and downloads to support scientific
research and drug discovery worldwide.

RESEARCH STRATEGY
A. Significance
The D3R project will generate large flows of two types of valuable data: tens of thousands per year of
experimental protein-ligand interaction data, curated from patents and articles and utilized to drive the automated
CELPP+ challenge (TRDP 2); and the methods and results of the continuous CELPP and CELPP+ challenges.
These large flows will be accompanied by smaller, but still valuable, flows of hitherto unpublished protein-ligand
data provided by industrial DBP Investigators and other collaborators and utilized to drive the episodic, and
relatively small, Grand Challenges. The methods and results of the Grand Challenges are also additional data
sources that are generated. In TRDP 3: Data & Analytics, we will develop the technology to orchestrate these
data flows, archive the data in a tightly integrated manner, and make it available for use within this project and
by the broader research community. Doing so will enable transformational advances for the field of computer
aided drug design (CADD), as well as aid numerous DBP investigators across academic and industrial sectors.
The following two subsections discuss the significance of the experimental protein-ligand binding data and of the
data on computational methods and their performance.
A.1 Protein-ligand binding data
Most drugs are small organic molecules (molecular weight below ~900 Da), which bind a disease-related protein
with high affinity and inhibit or otherwise modulate its activity. In the field of chemical biology, small molecules
which bind specific proteins are also used as chemical probes to delineate pathways and mechanisms. The hunt
for small molecules that bind targeted proteins with high affinity generates a tremendous amount of data, notably
the identities of the protein targets and the compounds made and tested, along with the potencies of the
compounds against the proteins, as measured by a given assay. This information has great value, not only to
the projects which generated them, but also for wider-ranging applications that become possible when a large
volume of binding data can be systematically analyzed. However, the vast bulk of available protein-small
molecule binding data first reach the scientific community in the form of publications: data from drug discovery
projects appear in the medicinal chemistry literature and in patents, while biochemical and chemical biology
studies typically appear in a different set of journals. Although publications are an essential means of scientific
communication, they are incompatible with systematic search and retrieval of chemical and affinity data, or for
the facile use of such data as tests for computational methods, like those organized by D3R. As a consequence,
they impose a high barrier to use of the global protein-small molecule interaction dataset.
This
barrier
is
overcome
by
BindingDB1,2
(https://www.bindingdb.org)
and
ChEMBL3,4
(https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl), the two publicly accessible database projects that engage directly in curation of
protein-ligand binding data from journals and/or patents. The curation efforts of ChEMBL focus on a core set of
medicinal chemistry journals, such as J. Medicinal Chemistry, Bioorganic & Medicinal Chemistry, Bioorganic &
Medicinal Chemistry Letters, and the European Journal of Medicinal Chemistry. A new tranche of data is released
about annually, and the ChEMBL24 release added approximately 25,000 new binding data. (ChEMBL also
curates small molecule bioactivity data not definitively interpretable in terms of protein binding.) BindingDB
curates another ~50,000 data per year from US patents and several chemical biology journals. BindingDB and
ChEMBL exchange their data, to best serve the research community. Thus, due to these combined curation
efforts, the holdings of BindingDB are growing by ~75,000 data per year. This large flow of protein-ligand
binding data will be tapped to drive CELPP+, the novel, framework for continuous evaluation of proteinligand affinity prediction methods described in TRDP 2.
These data will also continue to be directed into BindingDB, and BindingDB will continue to support worldwide
drug discovery research part of the present project. Thus, BindingDB’s website supports about 1,200 active
users per week, per Google Analytics, and the data also are extensively downloaded for offline use, with over
100,000 downloads of parts or all of the dataset per year. The 2006 and 2015 updates of BindingDB in the
database issue of Nucleic Acids Research1 have been cited over 1,200 times (Google Scholar). A plurality of
BindingDB web sessions originate the United States, but BindingDB usage is truly global, with users in at least
four continents. Researchers at many institutions report using BindingDB for drug discovery, including University
of Wisconsin - Milwaukee, St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital, Yale Center for Molecular Discovery, Vertex
Pharmaceuticals, Merck Research Laboratories, MRC Technology (UK), BioCryst Pharmaceuticals, Lombardi
Comprehensive Cancer Center (DC), Ecole Polytechnique (France), the School of Pharmaceutical Sciences at
Sun Yat-Sen University (China); and Uppsala University (Sweden). BindingDB also is used for many purposes.
Survey respondents gave their main applications as drug discovery (54%), chemical biology (19%),

computational methods development (12%), toxicology or environmental (6%), and systems pharmacology or
systems biology (9%). Several respondents even reported clinical applications of BindingDB, such as selecting
“pharmacologically rational” multidrug regimens for palliative care; and many respondents use BindingDB for
teaching and learning, both in classes and in undergraduate and graduate research training programs, as well
as to help with the development of texts and reference books. Finally, BindingDB is well-regarded: open, webbased surveys of hundreds of comers to the web-site have consistently yielded mean quality ratings of about 1.8
on a 1-5 scale where 1 is best.
A.2 Computational methods and their performance data
Computer-aided drug design (CADD) technologies have enormous potential to speed the discovery of new
medications and lower the costs of drug discovery. When the three-dimensional structure of a targeted protein
is known, two key goals of CADD are to predict the bound conformation (pose), of candidate ligands; and to
predict, or at least correctly rank, the binding affinities of candidate ligands for the target5–7. Advances toward
meeting these goals are embodied in multiple software packages, ranging from developmental academic codes
to polished commercial products. Furthermore, even when a protein structure is not available, ligand-based
computational methods, based on knowledge of a set of ligands known to bind the target, may be used6,8,9; and
more recently, methods based on new machine learning approaches have been developed10–12. Nonetheless,
these problems cannot yet be viewed as having been solved13–17, and computational chemists engaged in drug
design projects routinely face the challenge of deciding which method is best to use in a given scenario and how
best to use it. Similarly, those developing new methods must put their innovations in the context of existing
approaches. However, evaluations of CADD methods typically are based on experimental data known to the
evaluators, and this poses a risk of unintentionally tuning methods to match the known data. In addition, different
CADD methods are typically benchmarked using different datasets, so it has been difficult to compare methods
on an equal footing.
In its first five years, the D3R project helped provide objective, systematic, evaluations of CADD methods by
holding blinded prediction challenges called the Grand Challenges15–17. Although these focused researchers on
the importance of rigorous evaluations and provided some insight into the effectiveness of various methods, they
involve too few data to support many finer distinctions that are statistically meaningful or to allow identification of
factors that drive accuracy. The present project goes far beyond the Grand Challenges by running continuous,
high-throughput tests of pose-prediction and affinity assessment methods, called CELPP (TRDP 1) and CELPP+
(TRDP 2), respectively. With approximately 1,500 pose-predictions per year in CELPP18 and potentially tens of
thousands of affinity calculations or rankings per year (Section A.1), these automated challenges will generate
a large volume of results. The present Data and Analytics component, TRDP 3, will develop and deploy the
technology required to record this information, integrate it with related data, and make it available for use by this
project team, by DBPs 1-5, 7, 8, 10-13, and 15, 16 and by many others in the research community. It will thereby
support a range of resources and activities. For example, this TRDP will serve data to the CELPP and CELPP+
websites in TRDP 1 and TRDP 2 and will also support scientific analysis of those studies. The archived records
of accuracy and computational speed of various methods will also support selection of workflows suitable for
deployment as Level 2 scoring engines in the citizen science project of DBP 9.
Finally, this TRDP will enable wide ranging investigations of the CELPP and CELPP+ results by any researcher
with internet access and a computer. For example, a user may wish to analyze the performance of various
docking methods on a subset of experimental data he or she deems particularly reliable, or to choose an affinity
ranking method for a specific class of protein targets, such as kinases or serine proteases. For developers with
workflows in the D3R system, this database will provide the means to track the performance of their successive
versions over time, to identify and critically analyze outliers, and to systematically compare their results with
those of others. For example, it will be possible to compare two methods by examining their results for all of the
datasets they both have processed. Importantly, we will archive not only the identities of workflows and their
results, but also the workflows themselves, along with full input files from each calculation, so that researchers
can replicate and extend specific calculations of interest. In summary, TRDP 3 will enable full exploitation of
the challenge results generated in the course of this project.
B. Innovation
To date, no one has previously directed a stream of protein-ligand affinity data from an ongoing curation process
into a continuous prediction challenge and then routed the flow of prediction statistics into a database that
integrates the experimental data with records of the computational methods and their performance. Thus, this

TRDP will create the first publicly accessible database with extensive annotation of CADD methods, including
accuracy and speed, tightly coupled to the experimental data records; and to support downloading of executable
workflows for further research. In addition, the curation process itself will add tens of thousands of new proteinligand interaction data to the publicly accessible corpus each year.
C. Approach
Figure 1 provides a high-level diagram of the proposed flows of affinity and challenge result data. In brief,
unpublished data provided by industry (top left) are used for Grand Challenges and are also curated and archived
in BindingDB (BDB) for general use. Published data from articles and patents (left) are curated and moved into
BindingDB and are also used for the CELPP+ (TRDP 2) challenge, which yields effectively blinded results with
data published after deposition date of the workflow. The predictions, evaluations, and methodological
information from the challenges are moved into the D3RDB extension of BindingDB, whose data dictionary is
described below. The affinity data in BDB/D3RDB is interlinked with corresponding structural data in the PDB,
as also described below. All archived data are made available via the WWW. The analogous diagram for
structural data and the CELPP challenge is very similar and has been omitted for brevity. Further details of these
procedures follow, by Aim.
C.1 Aim 1: Collect and curate protein-ligand interaction data
C.1.1 Collection of affinities and cocrystal structures for the Grand Challenges
The D3R project has brokered contributions of challenge-ready, unpublished data from pharmaceutical
companies, and these have enabled the four Grand Challenges held to date. At this time, we have multiple
datasets ready to use for future Grand Challenges, and we have current, fully executed data transfer agreements
with more than 5 companies, with two additional being actively discussed. Once each challenge is complete,
the affinity data are deposited in BindingDB, where they are featured on a dedicated web page
(http://www.bindingdb.org/bind/ByD3R.jsp) and integrated into the full database; the cocrystal structures are
curated and ingested by the PDB; and the corresponding BindingDB and PDB entries are linked. We aim to
continue this process as long as the research community is interested in continuing the Grand Challenges.

Figure 1. Data flows for affinity prediction challenges. Hatched arrows indicate challenge data “blinded” by
removal of the experimental affinities and simplified by removal of needless ancillary information, such as literature
citations. BindingDB (BDB) and the D3RDB of challenge methods and results are shown as fused, to indicate that
D3RDB will be constructed as an integrated extension of BindingDB.

C.1.2 Collection of affinities for CELPP+
We will generate the flow of affinity data needed for CELPP+ by using BindingDB’s robust, established
procedures and tools to curate and collect affinity data published in patents, scientific articles. These procedures
will be further accelerated by an ongoing collaboration with Prof. Leon Bergen (UCSD; see Letter of Support),
who is using the existing BindingDB corpus to train neural networks to extract data from US Patents. We will
also collect suitable data that ChEMBL has extracted from the medicinal chemistry literature. Note that CELPP+,
by design, will generate effectively blinded predictions despite working on published data, as detailed in the
section on TRDP 2. Based on experience, we anticipate curating about 50,000 data per year and collecting about
25,000 additional data from ChEMBL, where the unit is the measured affinity of one protein with one small
molecule ligand. The prioritization of various classes of data to curate will be guided by our External Advisory
Committee (see Admin) and discussions with the research community (see Community Engagement).
Considerations may include ease of curation (patents are a particularly rich source of data); data quality and
relevance (e.g. Kd vs IC50); and balance across protein (target) types.
The curation procedure may be summarized as follows. Articles and patents likely to have suitable data are
identified with key-word searches. Each candidate document is reviewed by a curator and about a third are found
to contain suitable data. Many US patents are associated with machine-readable representations of the
compounds contained, and we take advantage of these when possible. Automated software generates a firstdraft curation of the document, which is then manually corrected as needed in a web-based interface, which can
be accessed by curators on- or off-site. This curation page generates an XML file containing the data and a link
to the document. This file is later reopened by a second curator who checks the curation for accuracy and
consults with the first curator regarding any apparent errors or omissions. Upon completion of this process,
custom software extracts the data from the XML file and enters it into an off-line mirror of the public database.
The new data are then processed and annotated with scripts which, for example, construct links to the PDB and
UniProt, and fill out the all-by-all chemical similarity matrix used to quickly identify similar compounds on user
request. Once this process is complete and the resulting data entries have passed manual review, they are
moved to the public server for general use.
C.1.3 Collection of cocrystal structures for CELPP
We will continue our current approach of identifying suitable cocrystal structures in the weekly PDB releases by
filtering their weekly pre-release list of structures18, as further described in the section on TRDP 1. Because
these data are obtained from the PDB, no additional curation or archiving work is required on our part.
C.2 Aim 2: Archive workflows and challenge results with associated protein-ligand interaction data
A stable, open, database of challenge results and associated experimental protein-ligand interaction data will
provide the research community and our project team with all the information needed to derive value from the
entire effort. This database will underpin our websites for the Grand Challenges, CELPP, and CELPP+ websites.
Its contents will be shared under a permissive license (e.g., Creative Commons Attribution
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/us), and it will be available for download as a database dump and
in convenient simplified formats, such as tab-separated-value files of commonly used information. This novel
resource will enable a wide range of analyses. For example, it will be possible to extract the data needed to
compare two CELPP+ workflows, based on all protein-ligand systems to which both have been applied; to
determine whether a given workflow provides more accurate results for one group of proteins (by UniProt ID)
than another; to look at the performance over time of a workflow that “learns” from experience; and to compare
the accuracy of automated CELPP+ or CELPP workflows with that of “by hand” Grand Challenge methods. The
database will also continue to serve the worldwide users of BindingDB (see Section 2.1.1), which will come to
be operated under the aegis of the present project.
The proposed database will be constructed by adding an integrated extension, containing the challenge methods
and results and preliminarily named D3RDB, to the existing BindingDB schema, as indicated by the joined
D3RDB and BDB databases in Figure 1. A simplified entity-relationship diagram of the affinities part of this
extension (Figure 2) shows how a CELPP+ Workflow (left) generates CELPP+ Run Results, including evaluative
statistics when tested on a certain date and with certain run parameters against the data in a BindingDB Entry.
Note that the actual workflow will be archived in the database along with its results and the
corresponding run parameters. This innovative tactic will enable reproducibility and facile dissemination
of functioning CADD tools. We will integrate the Grand Challenge methods and results with BindingDB in a
similar manner. As sketched in Figure 2 (top right) a Grand Challenge can comprise multiple Grand Challenge

Datasets, each with one protein and multiple ligands, whose affinities are archived in BindingDB Entries. When
a research group submits predictions for a Grand Challenge Dataset, the submission is assigned a Submission
ID and the predictions are compared with the experimental data to yield evaluative statistics, as captured in the
GC Prediction Results table. Database extensions for CELPP and the pose-prediction components of the Grand
Challenges will be analogous, integrating with BindingDB in cases where affinity data are available, and with the
PDB for structural data.
Data integration with the PDB will be strengthened by collaborating to make maximal use of the PDBx/mmCIF
data dictionary and foreign keys within the PDB. The PDBx/mmCIF dictionary and format19 are machine-readable
and fully extensible; they assure that macromolecular structure data can be effectively represented and broadly
distributed. The data dictionary is regularly updated to reflect evolution of the underlying science and technology.
The current version of the dictionary (5.303), which includes >4,300 data items, is organized as 553 interlinked
categories, clustered into 41 groups that describe atomic coordinates, polymer and small molecule chemistry,
details of sample production, experimental setup, data collection and processing, and cross-references to other
biological databases. To ensure consistency, more than 25% of the data items are subject to controlled
vocabularies, which are periodically updated20 . The rich information content of PDBx/mmCIF will support explicit
mappings between D3RDB/BindingDB and the PDB and allow us to obtain structural data efficiently via PDB
webservices, rather than having to store copies of the structural data, thus wasting resources and increasing the
risk of denormalization.

Figure 2. Simplified entity-relationship diagram of the affinities components of the proposed D3RDB/BindingDB
database. Additional extensions will include pose-prediction methods and results. Blue: existing BindingDB entities;
Yellow: added CELPP+ entities; Pink: added Grand Challenge entities; GC: Grand Challenge; BDB: BindingDB.

Broader data exchange will be enabled by using the University of California EZID facility, which is already used
for BindingDB Entries, to assign DOIs to key D3RDB digital objects, such as workflows and challenge result sets.
These digital objects will be annotated with informative metadata and additional DOIs (e.g., for articles) and
database IDs (e.g., for proteins in UniProt) in order to enable cross-indexing. Note that DOIs assigned by EZID
automatically appear in DataCite, and the data-literature interlinking service Scholexplorer imports DataCite
DOIs and their associated metadata, thus enabling article-data links.

Procedures will be established to efficiently populate the D3RDB database components. Because Grand
Challenges occur only about once a year and typically involve only a few hundred data, these data can be
handled only semi-automatically. Here, user-initiated scripts will package submissions and results into XML files
that can be viewed and edited, along with the corresponding experimental data, with an extension of the existing
BindingDB data curation tools (Section 0). In contrast, the high throughput of CELPP and CELPP+ require that
fully automated procedures – which nonetheless allow for human oversight and intervention – are required. Thus,
the systems that automatically run CELPP and CELPP+ (TRDP 1 and TRDP 2, respectively) will be outfitted
with scripts to generate XML files ready for loading into the off-line curation mirror of the database. Especially
during an initial development phase, these data will be reviewed manually for possible errors, using extensions
of the existing curation tools. Apparent errors will be corrected before the data are migrated to the public
database server and will also be used to guide corrections to the automated processes.
The database itself will be implemented with Oracle software, which is fast, robust, and free for academic use.
However, database dumps compatible with the open-source MySQL database will be made freely available,
along with Oracle dumps. Following existing practice at the PDB and BindingDB, D3RDB will use ChemAxon
tools, which are available at no cost for academic projects, to manage chemically aware indexing and searching.
For operational and data stability, the database will be hosted on a main server situated at the San Diego
Supercomputer Center and mirrored on at least one additional server at a different location.
C.3 Aim 3: Serve data to project websites, CELPP+ workflows and the research community
Data in the D3R/BindingDB archive will be shared with a varied user-base by a variety of routes. Protein-ligand
affinity data will be provided to the research community via existing BindingDB webpages, webservices, and
downloads. New APIs and middleware will be developed to support specialized browsing, query, and downloads
via this project’s existing Grand Challenge website, and via the CELPP and CELPP+ websites to be advanced
in TRDP 1 and TRDP 2, respectively. Finally, we will design the “local BindingDB” and “local PDB” data caches
required to support workflows in the CELPP and CELPP+ frameworks and develop the code to generate these
files as needed. As noted in the other TRDPs, these compact local versions of the two databases will provide
the workflows with low-latency, high-bandwidth access to the binding and structural data needed for their
calculations, while avoiding the need to provide workflows with internet access, which would open the possibility
of unblinding their calculations. These caches will address, for example, the facts that some affinity estimators
in CELPP+ will need to train themselves on available data, and that pose prediction methods in CELPP need
access to protein structures suitable for their docking calculations. The local data caches will be time-stamped,
and the time-stamps will be recorded as part of the provenance of each workflow calculation and ultimately
recorded in the D3RDB archive as part of the run information.
D. Technology Development Integration
This Data and Analytics TRDP 3 integrates tightly with TRDP 1 (pose prediction) and TRDP 2 (ligand ranking /
affinity prediction). In addition to generating the flow of protein-ligand binding data that is the life blood of TRDP
2, the TRDP 3 data archive will automatically capture all of the TRDP 1 and TRDP 2 inputs, outputs, and
workflows, make them available and analyzable, and serve them to the respective CELPP and CELPP+
websites.
E. Interaction with DBPs
The work of this TRDP is strongly driven by the needs of all DBP investigators. Those developing affinity
prediction methods require the data stream to be provided by TRDP 3, and both pose-prediction and affinityprediction developers will benefit from a smart database that will archive their prediction data, their workflows
and associated metadata and performance data. For example, these data will enable studies of the determinants
of accuracy that will be used to drive methodologic improvements. At the same time DBPs 6 and 14, who are
applying pose-prediction and affinity-ranking methods, will benefit from access to downloadable, operational
workflows, and the capability to select workflows for given projects based on accuracy (global or for systems of
interest) and/or computing (e.g., CPU/GPU) needs, as some users will have more hardware resources than
others. Along similar lines, DBP 9, which seeks to enable crowd-sourced drug design, will benefit because our
collaborators will be able to use the data in this archive to choose the methods/workflows most suitable for 2ndlevel scoring. Finally, our DBPs 1-5, 7, 8, 10-13, and 15,16 (and others) will benefit from the intelligent connection
to other existing data efforts, such as NIH FAIR21, the PDB, and BindingDB, for example.
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
SPECIFIC AIMS
Community engagement is of central importance to the Drug Design Data Resource (D3R) project, because it
requires recruiting the developers of methods for computer-aided drug design (CADD) as participants in largescale blinded prediction challenges. The many letters of commitment already in hand document strong
community interest in and support for this enterprise, but it is essential to continue recruiting new participants in
order to maximize the impact of this work on the state of the art in CADD technologies. Perhaps the strongest
argument for participation is that the data generated by the new continuous challenges will enable developers
not only to test, but also to improve the accuracy of their methods in ways never before possible. It will also be
essential to help our DBP investigators overcome the technical and conceptual barriers of creating the hardened,
containerized workflows needed for them to function in the high-throughput automated challenges to be
developed here. We will address this need by collaboratively developing accepted methods and standards, and
then holding hackathons and training sessions for current and prospective DBP investigators. Finally, the impact
of this project will be maximized by our use of multiple channels to disseminate results and methods and to
obtain valuable feedback and guidance that will help us best serve the research community.
Accordingly, our Specific Aims for community engagement are to:

Aim 1. Engage the CADD community scientifically through blinded prediction challenges. We will continue
the existing Grand Challenges as highly visible events that focus community attention and provide an on-ramp
for new DBP investigators wishing to use the new continuous, high-throughput challenge servers. We will also
ramp up the continuous CELPP and CELPP+ challenges, recruiting new DBPs to take advantage of these novel
technologies.

Aim 2. Expand technology adoption through workshops, hackathons, and online training modules. We
will continue the successful annual D3R workshops, add training events and on-line modules to share CADD
expertise with researchers wishing to learn best practices, and hold hackathons to help DBP investigators adapt
their non-automated their methods for the high-throughput CELPP and CELPP+ servers.

Aim 3. Use electronic media to share information and interact with participants and the broader
community of interest. We will build out the D3R web-presence to include the new challenges, providing access
to data and workflows, and make thoughtful use of additional tools like email and Twitter to maintain contact with
interested researchers while reaching out to a broader audience.

Aim 3. Disseminate and publish data, technologies, and results. We will use the D3RDB/BindingDB
database, the PDB, and the D3R website to disseminate curated protein-ligand binding data, operational
workflows annotated with their predictions of the experimental affinities and of ligand poses, and newly released
protein-ligand co-crystal structures, while broader information about the project and its results will be shared via
the peer-reviewed scientific literature and at scientific meetings.

RESEARCH STRATEGY
A. Significance and Background
Community engagement is at the heart of D3R. Every aspect of our activities, from community challenges to
data acquisition and curation activities to technology development, training, and administration derives entirely
from the needs and input of the computer aided drug design (CADD) community (Figure 1).
The CADD community that D3R serves comprises several different stakeholder groups. First and foremost, we
serve the CADD method developers; these are the teams, primarily academic but also some industrial, that
develop new methods for pose prediction and ligand ranking or binding affinity prediction. The methods
developed by these teams have enormous use in the biomedical research enterprise, with a number of our
method developers (Driving Biomedical Project (DBP) investigators) having >12,000 registered users worldwide;
examples, include AutoDock Vina1, HADDOCK2, and DOCK3). D3R also serves the industrial CADD community,
expert users within pharmaceutical and biotech companies (see Letters of Support in Overall from Tara
Mirzadegan (Janssen), Richard Lewis (Novartis), Georgia McGaughey (Vertex), and in Admin: Pat Walters
(Relay Therapeutics), Hanneke Jansen (Novartis), Martin Stahl (Roche); and in DBP: Gruson & Steuer on
behalf of Andreas Bergner (Boehringer Ingelheim). These individuals are generally established users of
CADD technologies who have a strong practical interest in knowing the state of the art, understanding the best
ways to use each technology, and seeing the power of CADD methods increase. They have a powerful
biomedical impact by using CADD tools daily to help create new and improved medications. The pharmaceutical
and biotech industries also contribute to D3R activities by providing hitherto unpublished datasets suitable for
use in our blinded Grand Challenges. Researchers using CADD methods for drug design in the academic setting
are also part of our community. Their focus is similar to that of their industrial colleagues, except that they may
have a stronger interest in open-source methods. The mutual engagement of the entire community brings
substantial impact to the research enterprise and overall public health.

Figure 1. Some of the CADD community we serve, at our 2016 in-person workshop (top), and again in 2018 (bottom).

B. Innovation
D3R is committed to innovating in all aspects of this project, including community engagement. In fact, the rolling,
or continuous, prediction challenges at the heart of this project -- i.e., CELPP and CELPP+ -- are about engaging
the community in wholly novel ways to test and improve their CADD methods. We will also innovate by
expanding the circle of participating developers and users; working with the community-oriented, NSF-funded
MolSSI initiative (see Letter of Support in Overall from Daniel Crawford) and the UK-based BioSimSpace
project (see Letter of Support in Overall from Julien Michel) to develop community-driven approaches to
CADD workflow design, modularization, and containerization; holding a new series of hackathons (below) to help
developers employ these new technologies; and taking advantage of innovative new frameworks for sharing of
training modules, such as the Biomedical Big Data Training Collaborative (below).
C. Approach
As a central hub for CADD developers worldwide, D3R maintains an exceptionally high level of visibility, and we
have already established a solid track record in community engagement. Our approach to community
engagement has been multifaceted. In addition to organizing and running the Grand Challenges4–6, we also
initiated the CELPP7 continuous challenge, hosted workshops, published in peer-reviewed journals, and
participated in high profile conferences. These and other community-engagement activities will be continued and
expanded by the proposed BTRR.
We also will also continue to use D3R to engage the community in intensive discussions around important
dimensions of the field. For example, at our 2018 workshop, after a presentation from our external evaluator Pat
Walters (Relay Therapeutics, see Letter in Admin) about his analysis of the whole series of Grand Challenges
to date, workshop participants agreed to develop a working group to develop generally accepted evaluation
metrics. Thus, there is substantial opportunity to leverage community engagement activities to enrich our
resource activities. This includes opportunities to develop CADD standards, spanning all aspects of the end-toend process, including data i/o standards, process/ methods standards, evaluation standards, and publication
standards.
Formal and informal interactions with the D3R External Advisory Board will also continue to provide project
guidance and feedback from various relevant sectors of the research community, including industrial users of
CADD software, software developers and technology experts, and researchers with experience holding blinded
prediction challenges in the protein-structure prediction space.
The following subsections provide further detail on our Aims for community engagement, while Sections D and
E address collaboration and service, the technology development arc, the expected life of the center, and
sustainability.
C.1 Engage the community scientifically through blinded prediction challenges
Blinded prediction challenges are central to the concept of this project. Indeed, the main purpose of the
technologies to be developed is to enable a new class and scale of challenges designed to take the field to a
new level. However, the more conventional Grand Challenges, described below, have laid the groundwork for
the present proposal by developing procedures, generating initial results, and building a strong community of
developers committed to engaging in and benefitting from blinded challenges in general. Because they do not
require the added work of creating an end-to-end automated workflow, like the continuous CELPP and CELPP+
challenges, they also have a lower barrier to entry. This makes them more broadly appealing and positions them
as a valuable “on-ramp” for developers who will ultimately join as DBP participants in the high-throughput CELPP
and CELPP+ exercises to be developed here. Therefore, we plan to continue the Grand Challenges for at least
the first several years of this project, with the understanding that they are likely to become less relevant as the

new continuous challenges come on line and gain broad acceptance. Here we provide additional information
about both the Grand Challenges and the continuous, or rolling, CELPP and CELPP+ challenges.
C.1.1 Grand Challenges
In the roughly annual Grand
Challenges,
CADD
method
developers and users test their ability
to predict the results of hitherto
unpublished experiments. These data
are
typically
provided
by
pharmaceutical companies, which
have large databases of unpublished
information, some of which can be
freed for use by D3R as the
corresponding
drug
discovery
projects end. The data that we look for
are mainly X-ray crystal structures of
druglike molecules in complex with a
target protein, with resolution better
than ~2.7 Å, along with the measured
affinities of these compounds for the
target, along with a larger set of
compounds for which co-crystal
structures are not available. A data
set usually has tens of co-crystal
structures and one to several hundred
affinities (Figure 2). The co-crystal
structures allow us to challenge pose
prediction (or docking) methods in
terms of their ability to accurately
predict a ligand’s bound pose, while
the affinity data challenge methods to
compute either numerical (absolute or
relative) binding affinities, or at least
the correct ranking of ligand affinities.
Before any structural data are used
for a challenge, they are reviewed and
often re-refined in the lab of coinvestigator Prof. Stephen Burley
(Rutgers U; Director of the RSCB Figure 2. Summary of Grand Challenges to date; Grand Challenge 4 is
PDB), in order to maximize the quality currently in progress.
of the structures used. This process also identifies ligands or parts of ligands that may not be well-resolved,
information which is useful when it comes to evaluating the predictions. The affinity data ideally take the form of
Kd’s, but due to data availability, we often must work with IC50 data, which, if needed, can often be converted to
Kd’s via the Cheng-Prusoff relation8. It is also worth noting that IC50 data alone are often sufficient, because
many researchers are primarily interested in correctly rank ordering the compounds by affinity, since in real world
applications, ranking alone suffices to allow medicinal chemists to prioritize candidate ligands for synthesis and
testing9–11. That said, a subset of the community that we serve, including many in industry, are also interested in

more detailed free energy methods, which may ultimately provide the most accurate and universally applicable
approach to the questions most relevant to drug discovery and design12–16.
At the outset of a Grand Challenge, participants are first given the identities of the target proteins and ligands,
along with experimental conditions and background information on the system, such as key articles and notes
on whether there is a highly mobile loop, for example. The Challenge then unfolds in several stages over about
three months. In Stage 1a, participants are invited to predict the poses of all the ligands for which co-crystal
structures are available, and also to predict or at least rank all the available affinities. Because participants do
not have the crystal structures of the proteins solved with the ligands, the pose-prediction component of Stage
1a is considered a cross-docking challenge. In Stage 1b, participants are then provided with the crystal structures
of the protein-ligand complexes, but with the ligands removed, and are invited again to predict the poses.
Because they now know the structure of the protein
solved with each ligand, this is considered a selfdocking challenge. Finally, in Stage 2, the full cocrystal structures are provided, and participants are
again invited to predict or rank all of the affinities. As
each stage finishes, the D3R team evaluates all
predictions and shares these evaluations with the
respective participants, so they can help us correct
any possible errors. Note that our evaluations of the
affinity predictions or rankings include bootstrap Figure 3. D3R’s annual special issues of Grand Challenge reports,
resampling based on the known or estimated organized in JCAMD, are highly cited and provide the community with
uncertainty of the experimental data. In addition, all an effective mechanism to disseminate their findings.
D3R evaluations are repeated and extended by external evaluators (recently the industrial computational
chemists Patrick Walters, Neysa Nevins and Millard Lambert) for quality control and further insight. The results
are all then posted to the D3R website, along with the detailed experimental data. Each participant may choose
to be identified or to have their data posted anonymously. As detailed below, each Grand Challenge is followed
by a workshop – either in person or virtual – and is associated with a Special Issue of the Journal of ComputerAided Drug Design (Figure 3), in cooperation with Editor-in-Chief Dr. Terry Stouch (see Letter from Terry
Stouch in Overall). The special issue contains an overview of the challenge written by D3R, the data
contributors and the external evaluators, along with focused articles from most of the participants.
Since its inception in 2014, the existing D3R project has completed three Grand Challenges4–6 and is near the
end of Grand Challenge 4. The level of participation has grown in this period from about 40 participants
submitting 180 prediction sets to 55 participants in 2018 submitting about 400 prediction sets. (Note that one
participant may submit predictions from more than one method.) Most participants are in the USA or Europe, but
others are located in Asia, Africa and South America as shown for Grand Challenge 4 in Figure 4. The
companies that contribute unpublished data for these challenges are also span multiple countries, including the
USA, Switzerland, and Austria. This global interest in and support for D3R reflects the uniqueness and value if
its role in the computer-aided drug design community.
As detailed elsewhere, the continuous challenges at the center of this project are expected to boost the number
of available challenge cases (poses and affinities) each year by about two orders of magnitude, relative to the
Grand Challenges. This increase will provide dramatically higher resolution in comparing methods. However, the
Grand Challenges bring together the community in a special and highly effective manner, as emphasized to us
by SAB member John Moult. In addition, CELPP and CELPP+ will not come on line immediately. Therefore, we
plan to continue the Grand Challenges on an approximately annual basis at least for the first few years of this
project. Later, depending on feedback from participants and the External Advisory Committee, it may prove
appropriate to sunset the Grand Challenges and focus exclusively on the high-volume continuous challenges.

Importantly, we expect that our industry partners will be able to continue providing the required datasets, as
reflected in many Letters. We have active Data Transfer Agreements with prior data contributors, including
Novartis, Glaxo Smith Kline, Genentech, Roche, and Janssen, and, in addition, we are working on a new DTA
with Boehringer Ingelheim as well as a tripartite DTA with a different unit in Novartis and the Dana Farber Cancer
Institute.

Figure 4. Geographic distribution of Grand Challenge 4 participants.

C.1.2 Continuous Challenges
A central purpose of this BTRR is the development, deployment, and use, of two continuous CADD challenges,
one for pose-predictions (CELPP), and the other for affinity predictions or rankings (CELPP+). Unlike the Grand
Challenges, which span several months each year, these high-volume, rolling challenge are not tied to a
particular timeline. This is an advantage, because a new participant can join any time, but it risks losing the focus
and excitement of a timed event. Therefore, we will put great effort into recruiting participants, as indeed already
reflected by many Letters from prospective CELPP and CELPP+ participants in the Driving Biomedical Projects
section. In addition, as noted above, we believe the Grand Challenges will continue to serve a highly visible and
attractive on-ramp to the continuous challenges for newer participants. Accordingly, we will encourage Grand
Challenge participants to take advantage of our workshops, trainings and hackathons (below), which will be
designed to help them over the barrier of converting largely manual computational procedures to end-to-end,
automated and containerized workflows suitable for the rolling challenges. Our partnership with MolSSI and
BioSimSpace (again, see Letters in Overall from Crawford and Michel) will be of particular value in this regard.
C.2

Expand technology adoption through workshops, hackathons, and online training modules

C.2.1 Workshops
We will continue to hold the annual D3R workshop, either in person or virtually (e.g., a webinar), as these have
proven to be a powerful means of engaging our community and have generated consistently strong participation
(Figure 1 & Figure 5) . We have also used the workshops to extended the reach of our community engagement
by partnering with the SAMPL initiative, which focuses on model systems for method development17,18. By
intersecting these two groups, D3R enabled a highly productive interchange of ideas and progress among and

between groups of researchers. In fact, post-workshop surveys (see below) made clear that there was great
enthusiasm for this combined event, and that participants preferred the schedule to be organized so everyone
could hear all the talks, rather than running D3R and SAMPL sessions in parallel. Therefore, we plan to continue
holding joint D3R/SAMPL workshops (see Letter of David Mobley in Overall).
We piloted a virtual workshop in 2017, chiefly
due to budget constraints. Well over a hundred
participants called in from around the globe for
this 5-hour webinar (Figure 5), and the postworkshop survey showed that this was a very
popular option, particularly for our community
members in far-away places. Therefore, when
we hosted our next in-person workshop in
2018, we used the same infrastructure to
Figure 5. In person and virtual D3R workshops. Remote participants joined simultaneously do a live broadcast of the
electronically.
event. This greatly extended the reach and
impact of the meeting, as we had 70 in-person
participants and 105 remote participants, bringing the total number of participants to its highest ever value
(Figure 5). This approach also allowed us to capture video of the talks, with speaker permission, and these are
now linked on the D3R website (https://drugdesigndata.org//about/d3r-2018-workshop). We were very pleased
at these outcomes and received much positive feedback from the community about these events. We therefore
plan to continue supplementing our in-person meetings with virtual participation, and also holding some entirely
virtual meetings. We plan to use GoToWebinar for these, because we have had good experiences with this
technology, which, importantly, allows us to easily follow up with surveys for all attendees, and also gives us
usage and attendance statistics, such as how long each user stayed online and if they were viewing actively.
We will also continue to gather input from the community on how to improve such events, and indeed we close
each meeting with a session that requests input from the community.
Workshops will typically comprise a combination of talks and open discussions on a range of topics, including
participant talks about computational methods, results and conclusions; challenge overviews from D3R
organizers and evaluators; perspectives from other community-members, such as industrial computational
chemists; discussions of methods and standards for software development, data interchange, and workflow
modularization; and discussions of data quality and evaluation metrics; and discussions of overall project
directions. We will also consider joining add-on training sessions and hackathons (below) to the main workshops.
C.2.2 Software hackathons
The impact of our proposed technology development depends on its adoption by the community. In particular,
method developers will have to learn how to convert their largely manual docking and affinity calculations into
end-to-end, containerized, workflows, that follow community-accepted standards for software implementation
and data interchange. Accordingly, we plan to host, and have budgeted for at least intensive hackathons, held
at least annually, to help participants take this critical step. These events will be developed along with two other
major community projects.
One partner is the NSF-sponsored Molecular Sciences Software Institute (MolSSI, see Letter of Support from
Daniel Crawford, in Overall), which aims to help molecular software scientists develop high-quality, sustainable
software products19,20. Like D3R, MolSSI is concerned with ensuring that the community develops agreed-upon
standards, in order to promote software and method interoperability and reuse. Therefore, they have agreed to
partner with us specifically in the space of computer aided drug design methods and software development, coorganizing both hackathons and specialized workshop aimed at setting standards for data, methods, and

evaluations in CADD. The other partner is the United Kingdom’s flagship software development project of the
Collaborative Computational Project in Biomolecular Simulations, BioSimSpace (see Letter of Support from
Julien Michel, in Overall). BioSimSpace is developing workflows for binding free energy prediction, and has
already formed a close link with D3R, including testing their workflows in our Grand Challenge 421–23. They have
agreed to be among our ‘early adopters’ group of DBP Investigators and also are keen to co-organize hackathons
and workshops with us, both in the US and abroad. Both of these partnerships embody our strong collaborative
network. We anticipate creating additional partnerships with other community allies as we progress into the new
period, as opportunities arise.
C.2.2 Training Activities
We have received many requests from the research community to provide training in the CADD methods studied
in this project, but the D3R’s current funding mechanism does not include a training component. We are
enthusiastic about including training activities in the present proposal. One general area which we believe will
be well-received, and which flows naturally from the evaluative studies planned here, is training in best practices
for pose-prediction and affinity ranking using CADD methods. The planned modularization of DBP workflows –
for example, of docking into protein preparation, ligand preparation, conformational search, and rescoring – also
lends itself naturally to the developing of corresponding training modules covering each of these steps. We are
also eager to emphasize data science aspects of CADD. Doing so will enhance the capabilities of the existing
and emerging CADD workforce and will help researchers take advantage of current technologies in their methods
and applications. We will work with the community, including industry partners, to prioritize these and other
potential training areas.
Trainings will be developed and led by D3R team-members and/or by trusted community experts interested in
sharing their knowledge. Many CADD scientists in the industrial section are eager to share their knowledge with
the next generation of trainees and they offer not only a translational view that will be new to some trainees, but
also a valuable perspective of non-academic career options. These partners will also help us to disseminate our
on-line training modules (below) through their professional networks and thus reach an even broader audience.

Figure 6. Sample BBDTC training module demonstrating a Kepler workflow implementation of a molecular dynamics
simulation with AMBER. Left: List of training modules on MD, force fields, computing with workflows, and the Kepler
workflow tool. Right: a YouTube hosted lecture associated with the training module.

Initial training modules will be piloted at or in association with our annual workshop and then refined as needed.
We will then capture these trainings and their associated materials, including workflows, with an innovative,
collaborative training platform, the Biomedical Big Data Training Collaborative (BBDTC), which was codeveloped by D3R investigators Altintas and Amaro under an NIH BD2K R25 Open Educational Resource
award. The BBDTC is an online learning platform that includes big data science curricula, an open online course
(OOC) framework, and a software toolbox for assembling hands-on tutorials (Figure 6). Containerized workflows

can also run in this environment, so its concept aligns strongly with our proposed technology development work.
Over the next five years, we will leverage and maintain this portal to extend the reach of our training activities.
Although the funding period for the BBDTC grant has ended, the platform is fully featured and operates in
production form.
C.3 Use electronic media to share information and
interact with participants and the broader
community of interest
D3R will continue to make effective use of electronic
media to disseminate information and expand our
community of participants. D3R maintains email list of
about 590 interested people, with sublists for
individuals involved in specific events, such as
challenges and workshops. People join the list by
directly signing up for it on our website (below), or by
signing up for a D3R event. The list is run with
MailChimp, which allows us to avoid sending Figure 7. D3R will continue to use Twitter to disseminate
timely information.
unwanted emails by placing an unsubscribe link at the
bottom of each email message. For announcements to a broader segment of the computational community, we
send occasional messages to the Computational Chemistry List (ccl.net). We will also continue to use the D3R
Twitter account for this purpose, (Figure 7), as well as our personal Twitter accounts. Finally, the project has
benefitted from the use of online survey tools, such as SurveyMonkey, to seek feedback about the content and
organizational aspects of D3R workshops and the Grand Challenges.
We will furthermore maintain and expand D3R‘s comprehensive website (https://drugdesigndata.org), which is
built on the SciCrunch platform (https://scicrunch.org). The website conforms to the P41 specifications provided
in the PAR, and it has proven to be a highly effective communications vehicle, with steadily increasing user visits
since our launch in 2015 (Figure 8). News and challenge updates are regularly updated on the landing page,
and there is a dedicated area for Challenge-related activities, including the Grand Challenges and the preliminary
CELPP implementation, as well as pages with datasets and challenge results, workshop information, D3Rrelated publications, links to the D3R GitHub page, and a page listing some of the lessons learned about CADD
methods in the course of the project. We also partner with the SAMPL initiative17,18 (see Letter of David Mobley,
SAMPL PI, in Overall) and maintain descriptions of the SAMPL challenges as well.
C.3

Disseminate and publish data, technologies, and results

C.3.1 Data dissemination
Stable archiving and effective dissemination of data are central goals of this project, and indeed are a focus of
technology development in TRDP 3, Data and Analytics. Several classes of data will be disseminated; these
include the tens to hundreds of thousands of protein-ligand binding data to be curated in the course of this
project, along with the existing ~1.5 million binding data currently served to the research public by BindingDB;
the large numbers of computational predictions made by workflows in the CELPP and CELPP+ servers, along
with basic statistical evaluations and compute-performance and computational provenance information; and the
relatively modest volume of data and results associated with the Grand Challenges. The former data will all be
archived in the D3RDB/BindingDB database discussed in TRDP 3. New cocrystal structures provided by
industrial partners will be curated as needed and deposited in the Protein Data Bank by co-Investigator Stephen
Burley’s group, with cross-links to related data in D3RDB/BindingDB. As detailed in the TRDP proposals and
also considered in Resource Sharing, D3RDB/BindingDB will be mirrored across at least two widely separated
buildings, will be tagged with DOIs via the UC EZID facility, and will be shared openly via direct data downloads

and the TRDP websites. The D3R team has extensive experience with data archiving and sharing through
BindingDB, the PDB, and the D3R project itself.

Figure 8. Home page of the current D3R website (top) and Google Analytics
record of rising usage 2015-2019 (bottom).

C.3.2 Technology dissemination
Effective and transparent access to our technologies and data strengthens current collaborations, extends ties
to new researchers who may subsequently become collaborators, and allows us to receive valuable input on
technology and data functionality and potential enhancements. We frequently interact with the community by
responding to requests for bug fixes, implementation of new assessment metrics, and general guidance on how
the tools can be used most effectively.
One class of technology to be shared comprises the software methods and data standards we will collaboratively
develop to establish a widely accepted and effective approach to constructing modular, containerized workflows.
This is a set of guidelines and standards that developers may follow to create a piece of software that will
integrate smoothly with the CELPP or CELPP+ frameworks. We anticipate that these standards will also be
broadly useful as a basis for sharing CADD methods across the community and with other projects. We will work

with MolSSI, BioSimSpace, and the community to capture these standards in documents, and to teach them at
our workshops, hackathons and trainings (above).
Another class of technologies is the workflows themselves, several of which will have been developed by D3R,
but most of which will have been developed by DBP Investigators (e.g., DBPs 1-5, 7, 8, 10-13, and 15, 16).
Given required permissions, all workflows will be deposited in D3RDB/BindingDB in conjunction with their
prediction results, the experimental data corresponding to the predictions, and workflow performance data, to
create an integrated resource that allows researchers to obtain workflows fully annotated based on their accuracy
in relation to documented experimental data, and their computational performance.
Finally, the software that runs CELPP and CELPP+ will be developed open-source on our GitHub repository,
where it will be freely available for inspection and download. Software framework and community building
activities will follow an iterative, requirements-driven cycle. Test cases will be established and applied as new
versions are developed. We will hold weekly videoconferences to coordinate project activities, and will have
periodic face-to-face team meetings to synchronize and expedite design and development. Code will be
documented, and user guides will be written for the sake of continuity within the D3R project and to enable new
users to adopt and use the code. We will adopt the practice of "continuous integration", which denotes merging
and testing small changes to the code often, and will employ the Travis-CI build systems to automate testing
after every update. Documentation also will be maintained on the GitHub site. Researchers interested in
adopting this technology will be aided with deployment and use.
C.3.3 Dissemination of results
Peer-reviewed articles and conference talks are among the most effective means of scientific communication,
and we will continue to use these traditional avenues to share the concepts and results of D3R research. First,
we will continue work with Dr. Terry Stouch, Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of Computer-Aided Drug Design to
release an annual special issue (Figure 3) about the D3R challenges (see Letter of Terry Stouch in Overall).
As noted above, each issue has included an overview paper from D3R and typically ~20 articles by challenge
participants. The overview papers alone are receiving about 30 citations per year. In addition, we anticipate that
aspects of the CELPP and CELPP+ challenges will be more appropriate for other journals. Second, D3R
investigators speak regularly at national and international meetings and conferences and will continue to use
these opportunities to share information about D3R and recruit new DBP investigators. In addition, D3R will
continue to sponsor participation by our graduate students, postdocs, and potentially staff at scientific meetings.
D Collaboration and Service
Although no formal collaboration service component is proposed during this initial phase, we will be open to
consulting with researchers about related technologies and providing access to D3R resources as they may be
available. Interested parties are free to contact D3R investigators and typically do so via our institutional email
addresses or by using the project contact information on our website. The latter generates a message to multiple
team members, who decide on and generate a response. As our technologies, and those of the DBPs mature,
we will look for opportunities to establish Collaboration and Service relationships with researchers in the CADD
community.
E. Technology Development Arc, the Expected Life of the Center and our Sustainability Plan
Based on our knowledge of the field and our experience over the past 4 years establishing D3R as an NIH U01
project, we expect that this project will be productive for 10-15 years as a NIH P41. Here we lay out our longterm vision for the Drug Design Data Resource.
During the first 5 years as a P41 BTRR, D3R will establish robust initial workflow-based technology frameworks
for both CELPP and CELPP+. We also anticipate continuing our roughly annual Grand Challenges for at least
the first few years, as a means of interaction with the community and recruiting new DBPs. We will help lead the

national and international conversations around data standards and methods standards for CADD, along with
other entities, including the NSF-sponsored MolSSI Institute (see Letter of Daniel Crawford, Overall) the UK’s
flagship simulation software project, BioSimSpace (see Letter of Julien Michel, Overall), and we will follow
these standards in our operations. We will work with community members (e.g., DBP Investigators) to develop
containerized, modular workflows for docking and affinity prediction and will develop the best performing open
source workflows into accessible web services. We will recruit new DBP collaborators across all three Aims,
adapting as needed in response to changes in the field.
In years 6-10, we anticipate operating in full production mode, accommodating many new workflows by migrating
much of the compute load from our cluster to cloud resources. More work may need to be done breaking
workflows into interoperable modules, but this will enable complex experiments that integrate methods from
different groups into hybrid end-to-end workflows and lead to improved methods. These will support a growing
community of data-science-embracing DBP users with drug-design applications. We anticipate that, over time,
advanced computational methods developed in the DBPs using D3R technologies will be broadly and that their
use, maintenance, and further development will be sustained by individual research grants and/or through
commercialization. The CELPP and CELPP+ frameworks will also start becoming robust enough that some other
groups may begin installing them on their own systems for in-house research. Note, however, that these will still
depend on our data curation in TRDP 3. Thus, we will develop opportunities to control costs, such as reducing
data curation costs and fostering sustainability by working with journals to require direct deposition of proteinligand binding data into the public databases, and by collaborating with machine learning and natural language
processing experts to ramp up reliable methods of partially or fully automating the extraction of benchmark data
from articles and other documents—as indeed already begun in the current proposal. Finally, given community
interest, it may be useful to take analogous approaches (including acquiring relevant data from industry) to
address other outstanding challenges in CADD, such as predicting drug binding kinetics, membrane
permeability, or toxicity.
Toward the end of years 6-10, we will assess the future role of D3R as then constituted. Much may have changed
in the fields of CADD and software engineering, but we anticipate new opportunities to enhance CELPP and
CELPP+ by integrating new software technologies, and to recruit DBP collaborators with innovative prediction
methods. For example, assuming continued improvement in computer speed, we anticipate growing use of
simulation-based free energy methods, possibly married to advanced machine-learning technologies. More
exotic possibilities may also merit consideration, such as integrating our technologies with robotic chemical
synthesis and testing, leading to integrated, iterative, self-learning structures that can evolve not only computer
models but also targeted compounds with minimal human intervention.
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DRIVING BIOMEDICAL PROJECTS
SPECIFIC AIMS
The overarching biomedical goal of this project is to speed the development of new medications by helping
researchers evaluate, advance, and utilize effective technologies for computer-aided drug design (CADD). The
three TRD components are all designed to help developers of CADD software evaluate and improve their
methods, and many DBPs will involve using these technologies for this purpose. Others will select operational,
evaluated, CADD workflows from the D3RDB/BindingDB archive and put them to use in drug discovery projects.
The research community is strongly interested in methods of rigorously evaluating CADD technologies, as
evidenced by high participation in the D3R Grand Challenges and D3R workshops. However, the Grand
Challenges are quite limited in their ability to assess and compare computational methods, chiefly because of
the modest number of test cases they use and their episodic – roughly annual – scheduling. The present project
will generate test methods that are far more powerful, due to their continuous, high-throughput character. Our
novel approach has already attracted commitments from many early-adopters wishing to participate as DBP
collaborators, and, because the technologies to be developed are readily scalable, and the barrier to adding
further DBPs will be low, we anticipate many more CADD-development DBPs to take shape, as the workflow
technologies and standards mature and gain acceptance.
Furthermore, as new predictive workflows are developed and characterized, they will be made available, along
with their detailed performance data, for review, download, and use, via the new D3RDB/BindingDB archive.
These evaluated workflows thus will enable another class of DBPs, in which collaborators choose and apply
selected workflows to their own drug discovery projects. Such validated workflows will also be available to DBPs
for incorporation into even more comprehensive tool-chains. In a particularly innovative and far-reaching initial
DBP in this group, D3R-evaluated workflows will be used to provide feedback on novel candidate ligands
designed by citizen-scientists in a drug-design “game” analogous to the protein design game, FoldIt.
In summary, we aim to build and support collaborative DBPs with the following Aims:
Aim 1. Take advantage of the CELPP TRD 1 to advance pose-prediction technologies. In addition to
providing the continuous evaluation technology, D3R contribution to these collaborations will include helping with
data exchange and technology standards, assistance with workflow containerization, maintenance of operational
workflows, and provision of raw data and analytics.
Aim 2. Take advantage of the CELPP+ TRD 2 to advance affinity calculation/ranking technologies. D3R
will deploy, execute, evaluate, and disseminate the results of continuous blinded challenges for binding affinity
predictions. As part of this effort, we will and-in-hand with our DBP investigators to help encode their workflows
into containers that can be continually interrogated with our data streams developed in TRDP3.
Aim 3. Put validated workflows identified through D3R activities to use in drug design projects. D3R will
provide a unique service of annotating workflows with information about their accuracy and speed across a wide
range of challenge cases. Workflows that perform well by relevant metrics may be selected by drug design teams
for use in their projects. This Aim also encompasses an innovative, extensible, crowd-sourced approach to drug
design.
Across all three Aims, we will also collect feedback regarding all three TRDPs from DBP collaborators and direct
it to the TRD teams to improve and refine their technologies and user-interfaces. Collaborating with the DBP
investigators will test the new technologies developed here and will drive corrections and advances.

RESEARCH STRATEGY
A Significance
D3R aims to create new technologies and provide new and improved access to data in order to dramatically
advance methods in computer aided drug design (CADD). Our focus in this first proposed project period is on
two aspects of CADD: pose prediction (docking), and ligand ranking (scoring or binding affinity prediction). We
choose to focus on these two methodological aspects of CADD because they are essential to most drug
discovery and design programs, our earlier efforts give us a strong footing on which to evolve the technological
development, and we have established a large cadre of participants in the community, as indicated by our
extensive network of driving biomedical projects (DBPs) and collaborators. The DBPs prioritize our technology
development and motivate our creation of new methods and tools.
D3R is the only resource of its kind in the world, and over the past 5 years, under an NIH U01 award since 2014,
D3R has established itself as the global hub for the CADD methods development community. Our blinded
community challenges, a longstanding component of D3R and, to some extent, its predecessor CSAR, have
episodically brought together the CADD community to challenge methods with blinded datasets. Through these
activities, D3R has shown a strong ability to bring academic method developers and industrial and academic
CADD methods / software users and advance the field. D3R’s success in growing the global research community
over the past 5 years highlights the centrality of these methods to biomedical research worldwide. Because we
serve this global community through our efforts, our DBP investigators come to us from the United States, as
well as many other countries around the globe.
B Overarching Aims of DPB Collaborations
A common need for the CADD community, and thus of all our DBPs, is the need for a new technological
framework to advance pose prediction and ligand scoring methods. The concept of developing this much-needed
technology is at the heart of D3R. CADD methods touch many different research programs in different ways, so
the activities of D3R impact both fundamental and applied components of the biomedical research enterprise.
To provide a high-level perspective and succinctly describe how our activities are driven by various stakeholder
needs, we have organized our initial DBP portfolio into three broad Aims:
●

Aim 1: Enabling Evaluation and Advancement of Pose Prediction

●

Aim 2: Enabling Evaluation and Advancement of Ligand Affinity Prediction or Ranking

●

Aim 3: Applications of Evaluated CADD Methods & Innovative Uses of D3R Technologies

Note that a number of projects will actually advance multiple aims. For example, one research group may be
developing software that combines pose prediction and affinity ranking.
It is also worth emphasizing that Aim 1 and Aim 2 investigators nearly all have their own ongoing collaborations
to use their software in various biomedically relevant disease areas. In addition, by providing executable,
containerized workflows, which will be archived and thoroughly documented in the Data and Analytics TRDP,
each DBP collaborator makes their tools and codes available for broad use across the drug-design community.
Thus, D3R is able to reach a huge audience of biomedical researchers; for example, just one of the docking
codes whose methods development we enable, AutoDock Vina, has over 10,000 registered users! Furthermore,
the experimental data collected in the Data and Analytics TRDP 3 will be used worldwide by medicinal chemists,
computational chemists, machine learning experts, systems biologists, and even clinicians. Aim 3 investigators,
who may be broadly characterize as “end users”, exemplify how the technological frameworks we enable at D3R
impact active drug discovery research programs, both in academic and industrial (pharmaceutical) settings. This
includes the development of optimized end-to-end workflows and rigorous assessment of methods against real
world drug targets, as well as highly innovative extensions to our current and proposed technology products for
use in other settings.

B.1 Aim 1: Enabling Evaluation and Advancement of Pose Prediction Methods
B.1.1 Background and Significance: Reliable computational tools to predict the poses of small molecules in
the binding site of targeted proteins would allow drug designers to quickly identify the chemical sites on a ligand
that are appropriately positioned and angled to direct a new substituent into a concave subsite of the binding
pocket of the targeted protein, and thus potentially to design compounds of higher affinity. In addition, accurate
pose prediction, or docking, is a key first step in structure-based methods to predict ligand-protein affinities (Aim
2). It can also provide insight into biomolecular mechanisms; for example, knowing precisely how an enzyme
binds its substrate is essential to understanding its catalytic mechanism and biological activity. As a
consequence, researchers worldwide are working to solve the docking problem. However, progress toward this
goal is impeded by the fact that it is difficult to determine unambiguously whether a methodological change
represents an advance, or even to compare two distinct methods on a solid footing and thus to select a method
for a given application. One reason is that different methods are typically tested against different sets of proteinligand complexes, so there is no consistent basis for comparison. More important, however, is that reported tests
of docking methods typically are based on publicly available protein-ligand cocrystal structures, and that many
of the same publicly available test cases are used over and over. Such studies are suboptimal, because they
risk unintentional bias and because structures in the test set might have been used previously in training the
docking algorithms.
Widespread recognition of the need for an improved paradigm for evaluating docking methods motivated broad
participation in the D3R Grand Challenges and in our preliminary version of the CELPP continuous, blinded
pose-prediction challenge. The present project will take objective, large-scale, evaluation of pose-prediction
algorithms to a new level, enabling rigorous comparisons among methods down to the component level, and
allowing developers to engage in an efficient, iterative cycle of evaluation, development, and re-evaluation. We
anticipate that some methods will even automate this learning process and become more accurate over time
without human intervention. The large-scale impact will be to make increasingly powerful pose-prediction
methods available to the biomedical research community. Furthermore, by moving to containerized workflows
and archiving these, along with their results for thousands of defined protein-ligand systems, we will create a
novel resource of methods annotated by their performance. Thus, developers will be able to reproduce results
and drug designers will be able to make informed technology choices.
The Aim 1 DPBs are projects that will take advantage of TRDP 1, primarily, to evaluate and advance the
technology of protein-ligand pose predictions.
B.1.2 Approach: D3R’s approach to overcoming these challenges is embodied in the CELPP challenge1, which
is described in TRDP 1 and supported by TRDP 3. CELPP uses the Protein Data Bank’s (PDB) weekly
publication of a list of structures slated for imminent release into the public domain as the basis for a weekly
pose-prediction challenge. In the current, preliminary implementation of CELPP, developers receive a weekly
data package from us, then, over the course of ~ 5 days, generate pose predictions on their own machines and
transfer a data package back to us that contains the ligands docked into the receptor structures. We evaluate
the prediction and make the evaluation results available via the web. By using a previously unexploited flow
of PDB data, D3R has already provided a transformational advance for docking methods developers,
who now have facile, consistent access to a large source of relevant structural data. Developers can
now receive new feedback on their methods on a weekly basis and use this flow of evaluative data as a
basis for continual improvement. thus, in just the first 70 weeks of CELPP, D3R has provided the field over
3,000 blinded ligand-receptor docking opportunities. This number exceeds, by an order of magnitude, all the
docking cases brought to the community over the past 9 years using the existing paradigm of episodic
challenges. We have worked with several early adopters to develop this initial technology: David Koes (University
of Pittsburgh, DBP 8), Xiaoqin Zou2 (University of Missouri, DBP 16), and John Bohmann (Southwest Research
Institute, DBP 1). These participants have provided frequent, rapid, and valuable feedback as we developed our
technology platform. This class of early adopters are analogous to DBP investigators under the P41 mechanism.
Although the preliminary implementation of CELPP has already been transformational, much work is still needed
to develop analytic tools that will provide insight into the results. In addition, the advent of new technologies for
defining workflows and packaging them in easily shared containers (e.g., Docker and Singularity) have created
important to opportunities to support reproducibility and dissemination of methods. As detailed in TRDPs 1 and
3, D3R seeks to develop a server on which Aim 1 DBP investigators will deposit their containerized workflows.
Then, instead of D3R sending out packages of data to be evaluated for pose prediction success, D3R will

maintain this server of codified complex workflows for docking, interrogating them in an automated fashion on a
weekly basis. DBP investigators who partner with us have much to gain from their involvement and efforts to
transform their code to automated workflows. For example, they will have access to our hardware infrastructure
for the execution of their methods; to fair, reliable, and trustworthy evaluations of their methods; and a
comprehensive archive of data in TRDP 3 which will allow them to compare with and benefit from learning about
other methods.
The developers of many of the world’s leading docking methods have committed to participate in the
development and use of this technology; examples include HADDOCK3,4 (DBP 2), AutoDock Vina5–7 (DBP 5),
MDock2,8,9 (DBP 16), Rhodium10 (DBP 1), MolSoft11,12 (DBP 13), GNINA and SMINA13,14 and AnchorQuery15
(DBP 3), MathParm16 (DBP 15), and DOCK17 (DBP 12). We will collaborate with these outstanding teams to
apply the containerized workflows concept to each of their methods. This will not only dramatically improve their
ability to evaluate the performance of their methods but will also support the training goals of this project while
making many software packages easier to distribute and use.
Our approach also includes planned hackathons designed to help developers implement their codes as
containerized workflows to be mounted on the D3R server. In some cases, we will work with other organizations
to host these. For example, the NSF-sponsored MolSSI project, which aims to standardize and make molecular
simulation software more robust, has agreed to partner with us in this space and in the cosponsorship of
hackathons and workshops (see Letter of Support in Overall from Daniel Crawford). In addition, the United
Kingdom’s flagship project for biomolecular simulation software development, BioSimSpace, has also agreed to
partner with us for workshops and hackathons (see Letter of Support in Overall from Julien Michel). Such
efforts will be critical to the effective development, deployment, and sustainability of the developed technologies.
B.1.3 Driving Relationships of Aim 1 DBPs to TRD Projects: The DBP investigators are important drivers of
our developing technologies because they inform us about particular requirements they may have that we need
to accommodate; they help us develop community standards for docking codes, which will assist in the planned
development of interoperable modules; and they test our new technologies and give us rapid and honest
feedback about our technology performance and capabilities. Our DBP investigators in turn provide suggestions
for technological improvement, and ultimately become representative consumers for what we help develop.
B.1.4 Impact of Enabling Evaluation and Methods Development for Pose Prediction: The impact of helping
the developers of docking codes to improve their software is extensive, because each of the investigators that
we work with has a community of users, each pursuing their own grant-funded biomedical projects. As a
consequence, thousands of labs are expected to benefit. For a more detailed description of some of these efforts,
please see DBP Aim 3.
B.2 Aim 2: Enabling Evaluation and Advancement of Methods for Ligand Affinity Prediction or Ranking
B.2.1 Background and Significance: In many drug discovery projects, the ability to reliably estimate the affinity
of a candidate ligand for the targeted protein, or at least to assess whether it will bind with higher affinity than
previously characterized compounds, would be of enormous value. This challenge can arise in multiple stages
of the project. Initially, one would like to computationally scan a chemical library for hit compounds -- relatively
weak binders, which serve as initial toeholds in a climb to higher affinity. This hit-to-lead process also would be
accelerated by effective computational prediction methods, as would the subsequent stage of lead-optimization,
in which a lead compound is further modified to improve affinity while also meeting orthogonal criteria related for
example, to bioavailability, half-life, and distribution. It is worth noting that, although accurate pose-prediction will
help with structure-based ligand design (Aim 1), going from poses to affinities is a major additional step, and an
unsolved problem. Moreover, some affinity prediction methods are not structure-based, but instead use machinelearning methods trained on the identities of ligands and their targets, and the associated experimental affinities.
Such methods are independent of pose-prediction technologies, and instead rely on large archives of affinity
data, such as BindingDB in TRDP 3. (There are also methods that combine structural modeling and machine
learning, and thus require pose prediction and historical binding data.) However, the affinity prediction challenge
has in common with docking the need for a tool to objectively and statistically meaningfully evaluate and compare
methods on an ongoing basis. Indeed, as in the case of docking, rigorous evaluation of affinity prediction methods
has long been extraordinarily difficult due to the lack of blinded test cases, the testing of different methods on
different cases, and the modest size of typical test sets. In particular, although the D3R Grand Challenges which

have the merit of enabling many groups to test their methods on a shared set of blinded data, the modest size
of the test sets means the results are more anecdotal then statistically significant.
Furthermore, predicting binding affinity can be a significantly more complicated task than predicting a ligand
binding pose. Indeed, structure-based affinity methods have in most cases quite complicated end-to-end
workflows, often with 50 or more key decision points left as options to the user. Thus, the current paradigm of
submitting and evaluating only a single set of predictions (e.g., in terms of the Kendall’s tau statistic for ligand
ranking) severely limits the interpretability of the results, if only because another user cannot be sure of running
the method in exactly the same way. It is thus essential to encode each method into a workflow where the key
decision points are selected and controlled for while the method is evaluated over many test sets. It also then
becomes possible to systematically determine the sensitivity of the results to the various decisions and
parameters. Thus, the encoding of prediction methods into complete end-to-end workflows, as planned for TRDP
2, will allow each method to be rigorously evaluated, will help define optimal usage patterns, and will afford
deeper insights into its strengths and limitations.
The Aim 2 DPBs will be projects that take advantage of TRDPs 2 and 3 to evaluate and advance the technology
of protein-ligand affinity predictions and thereby speed and facilitate the discovery of new medications.
B.2.2 Approach: D3R is proposing a novel and much needed approach to generating continuous, effectively
blinded, challenges, in the space of protein-ligand affinity ranking and prediction. This approach relies on the
development of a dedicated server that will host containerized workflows, and which will run on a continuous
basis as data that D3R curates from articles and patents or either brokers from industrial partners are fed into
the server. The results from the workflows and the workflows themselves then will be archived, along with the
data themselves, in our D3R/BindingDB database and shared through our web portal. We, and the majority of
the community, are convinced that while the development of containerized workflows for binding prediction
methods will require a substantial amount of effort on behalf of the community, it is an effort worth undertaking.
Thus, working with developers and users in the CADD community, we seek to transform the evaluation
and advancement of binding affinity methods as we have already begun to do for docking. Many methods
developers in this space have already confirmed their support of this initiative by promising to commit effort and
energy into working alongside us as early adopters for the development of this new technology. These include
the developers of AutoDock and AutoDock VINA5–7 (DBP 5), GNINA and SMINA13,14 (DBPs 3 and 8), MDock2,8,9
(DBP 16), MolSoft11,12 (DBP 13), DOCK17 (DBP 12) as well as free energy method developers, Zoe Cournia18,19
(DBP 3), Julien Michel20–23 (DBP 10), Bogdan Iorga24–29 (DBP 7), and David Minh30 (DBP 11). Note that the
hackathons, training events, and standardization efforts to be coordinated with the NSF-sponsored MolSSI
project and the UK’s BioSimSpace, (see Aim 1 Approach) will also be fully applicable to the Aim 2 DBPs.
Through these coordinated efforts, D3R stands to dramatically advance capabilities of ligand ranking and binding
affinity prediction methods.
B.2.3 Driving Relationships of DBPs to TRD Projects: All DBPs in this thematic area will contribute to
technology development across TRDPs 2 and 3; DBPs where pose prediction is part of the affinity prediction
may also contribute to TRDP 1. D3R will use input from DBP teams when designing our workflow standards and
framework, and our incorporation of their containerized workflows into our framework will drive corrections and
improvements to our technology. As we flow data through the workflows and evaluate, archive, and disseminate
the results, feedback from the DBP teams will guide our procedures, data standards, file formats, evaluation
approaches, and archiving and dissemination practices. For example, the design of the D3RDB/BindingDB
archive in TRDP 3 will be driven by analysis of the various DBP workflows and the data they use and generate,
and by the requirements of data-driven workflows for access to data in the local BindingDB archive in the
workflow framework; while TRDP 2 will be driven, for example, by analysis of the potential modularity of the
workflows we receive and by the range of their computational needs. In addition, inconveniences and failure
modes in all TRD Projects will be identified and addressed as they may arise. Thus, the DBPs will drive both
design and ongoing improvement and hardening of our technology platform, so they become more accessible
to new DBP collaborators and more valuable to the research community as a whole.
B.2.4 Impact of Evaluation and Advancement of Methods for Ligand Affinity Prediction or Ranking
The impact of advancing methods for protein-ligand affinity predictions will directly impact tens of thousands of
scientists in the community of users working on drug discovery projects in various academic and industrial
settings worldwide; some of them are discussed below in DBP Aim 3.

B.3 Aim 3: Using D3R-Evaluated Methods for Drug Discovery
B.3.1 Background and Significance: In the course of this project, containerized workflows will be added to the
CELPP (TRD 1) and CELPP+ (TRD 2) frameworks, test data from various types of protein-ligand systems will
be flowed through them, and the workflow settings and results will be used to populate the workflow component
of the D3RDB/BindingDB archive (TRD 3). Thus, another valuable product of this project will be a collection
of containerized workflows, annotated with performance data on various types of systems, and ready
for use on active drug discovery projects. (Note that, although we will encourage developers to limit their
workflows to open-source code, some workflows may incorporate a module that requires purchase of a thirdparty license. In such cases, other researchers wishing to use the workflow will still be able to do so if they obtain
the required license.) In DBP Aim 3, we will partner with outside researchers seeking to use these evaluated
methods, and these collaborations will drive our successful development of a new paradigm of shared, evaluated
workflows for drug discovery. We foresee at least two different ways in which D3R workflows will be applied to
drug discovery projects.
First, and most straightforwardly, we will work with individual labs. Researchers in Alzheimer’s Disease31,32 (Dr.
Steven Wagner, UC San Diego, DBP 14), as well as cancer and HIV33 (Dr. Dan Harki, U. Minnesota, DBP 6)
will be early collaborators on identifying useful D3R workflows and adapting them for use in NIH-funded drug
design projects. These initial projects will enable us to identify and implement effective practices for integrating
our evaluated workflows into the applied setting, as considered in the Approach section below (Individual
Research Groups).
Second, we will collaborate
with software developers on
the
selection
of
D3R
workflows and their integration
into
larger
tool-chains
designed for use by many labs
for a variety of projects. This
class of Aim 3 DBP is
exemplified by DBP 9, a highly
innovative collaboration with
Prof. Jens Meiler (Vanderbilt
U) and Dr. Andreas Bergner
(Boehringer-Ingelheim
(BI),
Vienna, Austria) that will
recruit citizen-scientists from
the public to contribute to the
design of ligands in real-world
Figure 1: DBP with Meiler (Vanderbilt) and Bergner (Boehringer Ingelheim, BI) embodies a novel
drug discovery projects. This use case of our developing technology. A ‘game’ to optimize a compound in the binding site of
project, preliminary named a drug target is launched from BI into the game; citizen scientists build and design the molecule,
‘Drug Discovery @ Home’ with level-1 scores being generated inside the game console; some top hundreds of compounds
may be considered the ligand from level-1 scoring move on to second level scoring, which will utilize top performing workflows
D3R. The top compounds are then synthesized and tested at BI; analysis occurs across the
design cousin of the well- at
three sites and then, if desired, additional rounds of optimization will ensue.
known FoldIt protein design
game. Here, the role of D3R will be to set up one or more workflows to provide “Level 2” evaluations of candidate
ligands designed by members of the public using a faster, simpler “Level 1” scoring function built in to the
interactive program running on the user’s computer.
B.3.2 Aim 3 Approach: For individual research groups, such as those of Wagner (DBP 14) and Harki (DBP 6),
we will work with the DBP labs to help them understand the information in the D3RDB/BindingDB data archive
and use it to identify the most suitable workflow for their project. We will then help them integrate the selected
workflow with their preferred drug-design practices. For example, the choice of workflow may depend on the
family of the protein target and the number of compounds to be studied; and, depending on the computational
requirements of the method, the workflow may be used as a remote server hosted by D3R, or we may help the

lab to install and use the workflow on their own system. In some cases, it may be practical to help a local
computational chemist integrate a D3R workflow with a molecular modeling interface already in use in the lab.
For collaborations with software developers, as in the Vanderbilt/BI collaboration, we will, similarly, assist in the
selection of a suitable workflow and assist with integrating it with the larger tool-chain. For example, we will
explain the data standards and interchange formats. Again, it may be helpful for us to host a workflow on the
D3R server for access by a webservices API. This may be particularly useful for the crowd-sourced drug design
application, where the typical citizen scientist cannot be tasked with installing and running an additional
application. In this setting, we will need to work with the developers to ensure either that response times are
reliably fast and/or to support a user interface that accepts delayed computational results in a graceful manner.
B.3.3 Driving Relationships of Aim 3 DBPs to TRD Projects: Working with these DBPs will help us ensure
that the needs of the drug discovery community are met by the workflows we and our Aim 1 and Aim 2 DBP
collaborators. We will also learn effective practices for making these software products work for applied users.
For example, if a workflow has a very large number of adjustable parameters but works best with only certain
settings, we will develop ways of preventing users from modifying these settings, unless there is a specific reason
to do so, while leaving other, less critical, settings exposed to the users. We will also learn more about
when/whether it is best for users to run the workflow on their own computers, on the D3R server, or, potentially,
on a commercial cloud. As we become more experienced with effective practices and as more evaluated
workflows come on line, we will be able to provide increasingly efficient and effective assistance to new DBP
collaborators doing drug design.
B.3.4 Impact of Using D3R-Evaluated Methods for Drug Discovery: This project will develop a completely
novel resource, an archive of containerized, downloadable, executable, CADD workflows, each annotated with
information regarding its accuracy and computational performance when applied to an unprecedently large
blinded test set (TRDP 3). As developers use CELPP (TRDP 1) and CELPP+ (TRDP 2) to improve their methods,
the accuracy of these workflows will improve with time. The Aim 3 DPBs will take advantage of this novel resource
in drug discovery projects and advanced applications, while providing feedback to D3R that will enable us to
maximize the impact of the archive and its workflows. This aspect of D3R has enormous potential to accelerate
real-world drug discovery efforts across all biomedical research areas.
C. DBP Recruitment, Selection, Monitoring and Turnover. As evidenced by the table of DBPs, D3R works
diligently to cultivate high impact collaborative projects. We accomplish this by networking with top investigators
all over the US and world, and through strategic outreach when necessary. DBPs are recruited in three ways:
(1) we harvest / develop new collaborations at our annual workshops, (2) potentially new DBP collaborators may
contact us via the D3R website or direct email to any D3R personnel, and (3) we reach out directly to specific
highly engaged community members to develop a partnership. Enabling the DBPs is central to this project, so
they will be constantly recruited, monitored, and developed. As the DBPs and the technologies they inspire us
to develop mature, the DBPs may be moved to Collaboration and Service Projects (CSPs), may be retired
(potentially to continue elsewhere as a non-collaborating project), or may stimulate development of entirely new
projects. Importantly, our technologies will highly scalable, so we anticipate being very open to almost any
participant, given adequate computer resources. Note that technologies will have capacity to go to commercial
cloud providers if/when that proves cost-effective.
D. Plans to Strengthen DBP Collaborative Relationships. D3R has established itself as a highly communitycentered resource, based on the participatory nature of the Grand Challenges, regular workshops – both faceto-face and web-based – and ongoing community engagement by judicious use of additional avenues such as
email and social media. We plan to continue these mechanisms, making a point of involving current and potential
DBP investigators and also inviting these researchers to UC San Diego for focused discussions about shared
projects. Recruitment of particularly active and interested D3R participants investigators has been a cornerstone
of our success to date in the development and implementation of our new technologies, such as CELPP. We will
also work with other organizations to co-organize additional workshops and hackathons that will involve DBP
investigators. Venues will include the large international meetings, such as the American Chemical Society
national meetings and Gordon Research Conferences, as well as smaller venues, such as planned workshops
with MolSSI and BioSimSpace, in order to bring multiple experts together to discuss technology development
requirements for a particular CADD technology and/or the use of developed technology in a broader context. In
D3R and in other community-oriented projects, we have found these mechanisms to be useful and efficient ways
of communicating with others, enhancing productivity, and creating and strengthening collaborations.
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